Television Academy
2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series
For a performer who appears within the current eligibility year with guest star billing. NOTE: VOTE FOR NO
MORE THAN SIX achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination.
(More than six votes in this category will void all votes in this category.) Photos, color or black & white, were
optional.

001

Jason Alexander
as Stanford
Kirstie

Maddie's Agent
Outraged that her co-star is getting jobs, Maddie vows to fire her agent
(Jason Alexander). When cowardice stops her from lowering the hammer,
she seduces him. Bolstered by her "courage," Arlo, Frank and Thelma
face their fears.

002

Anthony Anderson
as Sweet Brown Taylor
The Soul Man

Revelations
Boyce slips back into his old habits when he returns to the studio to record
a new song. Lolli and Barton step in to keep things running smoothly at
the church. Stamps and Kim are conflicted about revealing their
relationship.

003

Eric Andre
as Deke
2 Broke Girls

And The Dumpster Sex
When Deke takes Max to his place after a great first date, his “home” is
nothing like she expected. Meanwhile, Caroline feels empowered – then
scared for her life – after having a shady car towed from the front of their
apartment building.
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004

Amir Arison
as Kevin Mimma
Girls

Free Snacks
Hannah starts working in advetorial writing at GQ where Kevin (Arison)
plays her older office rival; she outshines him in a meeting, then later
attempts befriending, only to reveal Kevin hates her, and her face! She
soon discovers her colleagues, including bitter Kevin, have stalled creative
writing lives outside GQ.

005

Fred Armisen
as John Waters Guy
Broad City

What A Wonderful World
Abbi and Ilana need to make some cash so they can buy tickets for a Lil
Wayne concert. The girls agree to clean for a man (Armisen), in their
underwear, for two hours. When they are finished, the man refuses to
pay them because he is a "little baby."

006

Tom Arnold
as Garth Mathers
Psych

A Touch Of Sweevil
Shawn is ecstatic when he discovers he's finally been invited to participate
in a prestigious paranormal convention for police consultants. As the main
event begins, the leader collapses on stage and all of the police
consultants on the panel use their unorthodox methods to try to solve the
murder.

007

Ed Asner
as Bob
Men At Work

Gigo-Milo
Milo meets a book publisher, but it's not his writing she's interested in.
Neal hires an intern, Bob, and Myron enlists Tyler and Gibbs to make him
look cool on social media.
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008

Ed Asner
as Mr. Finger
The Crazy Ones

The Stan Wood Account
A beloved commercial character returns to shoot a new campaign, and
Sydney discovers he's not as lovable as he appears. Meanwhile, Simon
realizes it's even harder to be the bad guy than he thought.

009

Scott Bakula
as Lynn
Looking

Looking Glass
Lynn and Dom strike up a friendship in a steam room. Lynn introduces
Dom, who is approaching 40 and frustrated with his career, to an older
generation, and together they endeavor to create a pop-up restaurant,
but it is threatened when Dom cannot separate business from romantic
interest.

010

Jonathan Banks
as Professor Buzz Hickey
Community

Introduction To Teaching
Jeff settles into a new job at Greendale and adjusts to the expectations of
being on staff – Professor Hickey (guest star Jonathan Banks) shows him
the ropes and shares some pointers on how to manage unruly and
demanding students.

011

Todd Barry
as Todd
Louie

Elevator, Part 5
Todd's typical day.
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012

John Beasley
as Barton Ballentine
The Soul Man

Save The Last Dance For Me
When Boyce and Stamps discover Barton has a secret crush, they take it
upon themselves to get their dad out of the house and back on the dance
floor.

013

Adam Brody
as Berkley
New Girl

Exes
When Nick has an awkward run-in with his ex, Caroline, Jess tries to
convince him that he can still be friends with her by introducing him to her
former boyfriend, Berkley (Adam Brody).

014

Steve Buscemi
as Marty
Portlandia

Celery
Desperate celery representative Marty (Steve Buscemi) tries
unsuccessfully to compete with the popularity of trendy vegetables for his
produce to be top of the crop. Marty abandons his morals and strikes a
nefarious deal with Bacon, who agrees to help him if he can sleep with his
wife.

015

Louis C.K.
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Louis C.K.
Louis does his stand up comedy routine for his monologue. Parodies
include Obama using social media to get people to sign up for health
care; a black version of "Jeopardy," and Louis surrounded by girls singing
"Mr. Big Stuff."
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016

Ben Chaplin
as Ben Weeks
Doll & Em

Episode 6
Returning to London for the holidays, Em goes to see her friend, Ben, who
has quite a pompous and dismissive attitude toward Em, who already
feels disconnected since her return.

017

Morris Chestnut
as Dr. Ike Prentiss
Nurse Jackie

Love Jungle
Ike’s childhood friend, Malik Morgan, is admitted to All Saints and his
symptoms concern him. They reminisce about ditching school as kids.
Later, the x-rays indicate bone cancer, and Ike wants an oncologist to
break the news. Zoey suggests otherwise, and Ike breaks the news to his
friend.

018

Lenny Clarke
as John Sr.
Sirens

Famous Last Words
A dying man’s last words inspire Johnny (Michael Mosley) to have the first
conversation he’s had with his dad (Lenny Clarke) in seven years. Having
left him and his mother for a stripper named Coco when Johnny was a
boy, there are many unanswered questions – with many surprising
answers.

019

Robert Clendenin
as Tom
Cougar Town

Depending On You
Tom has built a scale model of the cul-de-sac in his garage, complete
with remarkably detailed figurines.
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020

Gary Cole
as Kent Davison
Veep

Crate
In season 3, Kent decides to work for the VP's campaign and becomes a
big asset to the team. The bad blood is no more, and Kent bonds with
the gang, especially Sue.

021

Tim Conway
as Tim
Two And A Half Men

Bite Me, Supreme Court
Tim is Marty Pepper's longtime, outspoken friend who performs the
ceremony at his and Evelyn's wedding.

022

Tim Conway
as Nick
Hot In Cleveland

Canoga Falls
Victoria's sister (Jean Smart) tricks her into coming home for a visit. She
and the ladies find her mother Penny (Carol Burnett) in an alarming state.
Joy and Melanie re-visit the '70s. Elka (Betty White) gives Penny advice.

023

Tim Conway
as Marty
Glee

Old Dog, New Tricks
Marty takes part in a retirement home's production of Peter Pan starring
Kurt Hummel.
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024

Oliver Cooper
as Levon
Californication

Getting The Poison Out
While Julia is off with Rath, Hank and Levon have a night out with Karen
and Marcy. But as Levon has the best night of his life with Nikki, the rest
of the gang are forced to endure the company of Nikki's creepy friend.

025

David Cross
as Hank Hickey
Community

Advanced Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
Professor Hickey reveals that his estranged son, Hank (guest star David
Cross), did not invite him to his grandson’s birthday. The group decides
to help father and son reunite through a rousing game of “Dungeons and
Dragons.”

026

John Cusack
as John
Doll & Em

Episode 3
John Cusack is co-starring in a film with Em. He tries to boost Em's
confidence and also talks to Doll when she blatantly upstages Em during a
funeral scene.

027

Nick Daley
as Rodney
Legit

Sober
Jim, Steve, Billy, and Rodney get invited to a birthday party for the
husband of Jim's high school girlfriend, whom he recently slept with. He
must decide what to do about their rekindled emotions. After being
dumped by his manager, Jim finally has a great gig, but with disastrous
results.
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028

Tim Daly
as Charlie Lang
The Mindy Project

The Girl Next Door
Charlie (guest star Tim Daly) tells Mindy she should be more independent,
and she decides to buy her own apartment. Danny offers Mindy the
opportunity to buy the other condo he owns in his building but gets
jealous when Mindy brings Charlie over for a date.

029

Rhys Darby
as Fergus
Modern Family

Australia
The entire family tags along as Phil fulfills his mom's wish for him to
return to his roots and visit the country where he was conceived,
Australia. Mitch and Cam get reacquainted with an old friend they can't
stand but is now a big-time celebrity in Australia.

030

Drake
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Drake
Drake talks about how he is Jewish and Black and he sings a rap version
of "Hava Nagila." Parodies include MTV's "Before They Were Stars;" Piers
Morgan and Nancy Grace shows. Drake and the cast are in a music video
about breaking New Year's resolutions. Drake performs two songs.

031

Devin Druid
as Young Louie
Louie

In The Woods, Part 2
Young Louie grows up.
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032

Clark Duke
as Barry
Two And A Half Men

Welcome Home, Jake
Lyndsey finally learns that Alan is sleeping with Larry's sister; Walden
tries to tell Barry he's got to find his own place.

033

Billy Eichner
as Craig
Parks and Recreation

Flu Season 2
When Tom attends a local wine competition seeking to hire a sommelier
for his restaurant, Craig (Billy Eichner) tries to impress Tom with his own
wine knowledge. But when Tom doubts that Craig can reign in his
extreme personality, Craig is put to the test and proves his worth.

034

Jesse Eisenberg
as Asher
Modern Family

Under Pressure
The high school open house puts the parents in a time warp when Claire
finds herself stressed by the pressure, Gloria encounters a "mean girl"
mom, and Jay teaches Phil how to play hooky. Mitchell gets defensive
when he encounters his judgmental, environmentalist neighbor, and Alex
sees a therapist.

035

Chris Elliott
as Russell Borchert
Community

Basic Sandwich
The group learns the history of Greendale’s first Dean, Russell Borchert
(Elliott), a reclusive, wealthy genius who disappeared amid a personal
scandal in the 1970s. Once Shirley and Hickey locate the school’s
blueprints, Annie and Abed lead the search for Borchert’s old computer
lab, which was sealed off years ago.
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036

Sam Elliott
as Ron Dunn
Parks and Recreation

Doppelgangers
The Pawnee Parks Department meets their Eagleton counterparts, and
Ron Swanson meets Ron Dunn (Sam Elliott). At first, the two Rons seem
like kindred spirits. But that quickly changes when Dunn turns out to be
the antithesis of Swanson – a Cat Stevens-quoting,
environment-conserving, yoga-practicing vegan.

037

Michael Esper
as Gabe
Nurse Jackie

Nancy Wood
After discovering that Jackie purchased dresses totaling $1200 on his
girlfriend’s credit card, Gabe shows up at All Saints. Jackie refuses to
return them, so she gives Gabe $700 worth of pills and $500 cash. Later,
Gabe ends up selling Jackie’s pills at a party that Jackie’s daughter, Grace,
attends.

038

Ben Falcone
as Mike
New Girl

Birthday
Cece covers Nick's shift at the bar. Mike (Falcone), Nick’s boss, doesn't
think she's ready, so he ridicules her, stating that she can't flirt with him
because he's "super gay." Tensions grow until eventually Cece sprays
Mike in the face, leading him to call her a "butthole.”
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039

Jimmy Fallon
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Jimmy Fallon
To open, Jimmy and Justin Timberlake dress as holiday wrap singing pop
songs. Jimmy is joined by Paul McCartney to sing a Christmas carol.
Parodies include "Family Feud" and "Barry Gibb Talk Show," "Kimye" talk
show and a Christmas album featuring celebrity impersonations by SNL
cast.

040

Nat Faxon
as Sad Steve
Trophy Wife

The Date
When Jackie hooks up with Sad Steve at a party, Pete and Kate hatch a
scheme that results in the world's most awkward double date.

041

Craig Ferguson
as Simon
Hot In Cleveland

Dr. Who
Joy's (Jane Leeves) baby daddy, Simon (Craig Ferguson), meets his son
and grandson for the very first time as they pretend to be a happy family
to get Wilbur into a prestigious pre-school. Melanie (Valerie Bertinelli),
and Elka (Betty White) try to find the perfect doctor.

042

Jesse Tyler Ferguson
as Wes
Hot In Cleveland

Love Is All Around
Elka (Betty White) and Mamie (Georgia Engel) reunite their bowling team:
Diane (Mary Tyler Moore), Peg (Cloris Leachman), and Angie (Valerie
Harper). Joy, Victoria and Melanie date a professor (George Hamilton),
director and surgeon.
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043

Dave Foley
as Bob
Hot In Cleveland

Stayin' Alive
After Victoria’s husband Emmet, escapes prison, Victoria and the other
women go to a hideout that Elka knows. When they arrive, they discover
the hideout is double-booked with other criminals.

044

Robert Forster
as Bud Baxter
Last Man Standing

Thanksgiving
It's Thanksgiving Day in the Baxter house and Mike's father, Bud, takes
everyone by surprise when he announces his plans to open a recreational
marijuana store. Now, Mike struggles between supporting his Dad and
questioning the message this new business venture could send to his
family.

045

James Franco
as Dr. Paul Leotard
The Mindy Project

The Other Dr. L
A former model, Dr. Leotard (James Franco) changed his career path
after he accidentally walked off a runway at fashion week and was saved
by a pregnant woman. He’s taken Mindy’s place in the practice and her
office. In order to win them back, she challenges him to a shots-off.

046

Zach Galifianakis
as Himself
Comedy Bang! Bang!

Zach Galifianakis Wears A Santa Suit
Zach Galifianakis joins Scott on the couch for a very special holiday
moment. Scott learns an important lesson about the meaning of
Christmas when the bonuses get lost. Plus, we find out about Grumplegus
the elf and finally meet Scott's mom.
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047

Andy Garcia
as Andy
Doll & Em

Episode 5
Andy Garcia visits his friend, Emily, on the set at her request. He's
interviewing her best friend, Doll, to be his assistant. But Doll has no
interest in doing it.

048

Brad Garrett
as Gordon Lewis
The Crazy Ones

The Monster
Simon and the team try an out-of-the-box idea in order to save a library
from being shut down, and Gordon literally becomes the unwilling poster
boy for the campaign.

049

Jon Glaser
as Councilman Jamm
Parks and Recreation

The Cones Of Dunshire
Leslie tries to secure her park funds in a lockbox before leaving city
council, but her nemesis, Councilman Jamm (Jon Glaser), puts up a fight.
Leslie visits Jamm’s home to woo him into submission with overtures of
friendship, and he finally acquiesces, telling Leslie that she is his best
friend.

050

Walton Goggins
as Mr. Stone
Community

Cooperative Polygraphy
After Pierce Hawthorne’s unexpected passing, a team of investigators
headed by the no-nonsense Mr. Stone (Walton Goggins), arrives at
Greendale to administer lie detector tests before the study group can be
considered for distributions under the will. Tensions mount as Mr.
Stone’s questions dig up the study group’s secrets.
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051

Jeff Goldblum
as Beet Accident Man
Portlandia

Celery
A salesman tries to bring back celery.

052

Richard E. Grant
as Jasper Lewiston Drubbock
Girls

Role-Play
Jasper is an older British gentleman who Jessa meets while attending
drug rehab. Wild-eyed and defiant, Jessa is initially drawn to his candor,
but later finds herself repelled by his lecherous and destructive
tendencies.

053

Max Greenfield
as Doug
Hot In Cleveland

The One With George Clooney
When the women try to adopt a puppy, the Rescue Center's volunteer,
Doug (Max Greenfield), determines if they are dog-worthy. Elka's
relationships with Mamie (Georgia Engel) and Roy (John Mahoney) take
an interesting turn.

054

Charles Grodin
as Dr. Bigelow
Louie

Pamela 1
Dr. Bigelow is philosophical.
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055

Charles Grodin
as Steve Henry
The Michael J. Fox Show

Thanksgiving
Mike and Leigh's parents (guest stars Charles Grodin and Candice Bergen)
visit, turning Thanksgiving into a family free-for-all.

056

Michael Gross
as Mr. Hardin
Last Man Standing

Hard-Ass Teacher
An irascible high-school geometry teacher refuses to compromise his
standards despite a mother's entreaties that he reconsider her daughter's
low grade.

057

Tim Gunn
as Himself
How I Met Your Mother

Sunrise
Barney claims that the way they dress will be key to picking up women, so
Barney takes them to Tim Gunn to be fitted for suits.

058

Bill Hader
as Tom McDougall
The Mindy Project

Indian BBW
After Mindy tells Danny she wants to take their relationship slowly, a sex
tape she made with ex-boyfriend, Tom (Bill Hader), re-surfaces on the
internet. Panicked, Mindy finds Tom and asks him to help take it down.
Since he’s currently dating his religious dental assistant, who wouldn’t
approve, he obliges.
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059

Tony Hale
as Hugh Womple
About A Boy

About A Boy's Dad
Marcus’s father, Hugh Womple (Tony Hale), world-renowned
penguin-ologist and environmental activist, arrives unexpectedly from
Antarctica for a surprise visit. Although Marcus is thrilled, Hugh proves to
be a thorny houseguest, interrupting Will’s sex life while providing
questionable advice to Marcus on everything non-penguin related.

060

Tip "T.I." Harris, Jr.
as Lukas Frye
House of Lies

Zhang
With a camera team in tow, Lukas gives the pod a tour of his old
neighborhood, Compton. On their last stop, Lukas takes them to a bar that
served as the first DollaHyde office. They find Dre negotiating with a loan
shark and a brawl ensues – all captured on camera.

061

John Benjamin Hickey
as Dr. Clark
Modern Family

Under Pressure
After a minor breakdown, Alex finds herself in therapy. Meanwhile, at the
school open house: Phil and Jay cut class, Gloria meets her match in the
mother of one of Manny's classmates, Claire experiences all the stress of
Alex's classes, and Cameron wants all the parents to play dodgeball.

062

Jonah Hill
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Jonah Hill
Jonah takes questions from the audience about what it was like to work
with Leonardo DiCaprio, who shows up and they re-enact "King Of The
World" from Titanic. Sketches include Jonah as a wise-cracking
six-year-old; a horse caretaker and game show contestant.
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063

Mitch Hurwitz
as Koogler
Community

App Development And Condiments
Preston Koogler (Hurwitz) is Greendale’s ultimate party animal who
becomes a sensation through a new social networking application “Meow
Meow Beenz.”

064

Michael Imperioli
as Rick Rath
Californication

Like Father Like Son
Rath is less than impressed when Hank’s newly discovered son, Levon,
starts working for him and shows Rath’s assistant an inappropriate
YouTube video. But his job is saved when Levon’s mother, Julia, swoops
in to save the day and encourages Levon to apologize to Rath, with Rath
becoming instantly smitten.

065

Ken Jenkins
as Chick
Cougar Town

Hard On Me
Jules uses the race to help her dad, Chick, get out of the house and relive
his coaching days. But the crew struggles to get through his intense
workouts

066

James Earl Jones
as Himself
The Big Bang Theory

The Convention Conundrum
After the guys can't get Comic-Con tickets, Sheldon tries to hold his own
convention and winds up spending a wild night with James Earl Jones.
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067

Stacy Keach
as Jimmy Brogan
Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Old School
Jake meets his hero Jimmy Brogan, who penned the quintessential book
about “old-school” cops. Brogan returns to write about the present-day
precinct, but ultimately leads Jake into a drinking binge where he utters
unflattering lines about Holt. When Brogan verbalizes his homophobia,
Jake punches him in the face.

068

Robert Kelly
as Bobby
Louie

So Did The Fat Lady
Bobby goes on a mission with Louie.

069

Keegan-Michael Key
as Mark Rodriguez
Playing House

37 Weeks
Emma organizes a crew to help Maggie prepare the house for the baby
and sparks fly with her and Mark when past secrets are revealed.

070

Keegan-Michael Key
as Joe
Parks and Recreation

One In 8,000
Ron and Donna volunteer at the school where Joe (Keegan-Michael Key) who also happens to be Donna’s dating kryptonite - teaches. But Ron finds
Joe to be a perfectly pleasant man and, perhaps, Donna is worrying too
much that settling down with Joe would mean losing her extreme, lavish
lifestyle.
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071

Nathan Lane
as Pepper Saltzman
Modern Family

The Wedding, Part 2
A series of mishaps and unruly guests threaten to undermine Mitchell and
Cameron’s wedding.

072

John Lithgow
as Jerry Whitaker
How I Met Your Mother

Mom And Dad
Barney wants to see his father, Jerry, get back together with his mother,
but James has other ideas. Meanwhile, an important wedding-related duty
is ruined, and Ted is blamed.

073

Kenny Loggins
as Himself
Raising Hope

The Father/Daughter Dance
Kenny Loggins performs his beloved hit "Danny's Song" at the dream
wedding of Virginia Chance (Martha Plimpton).

074

Rob Lowe
as Eddie Nero
Californication

Dinner With Friends
A string of motley fools, including the ever-imbalanced actor Eddie Nero
(Rob Lowe), disrupts Hank (David Duchovny) and Karen’s (Natascha
McElhone) romantic dinner. The Method actor, in full-on, all-consuming
research mode for a new role, arrives unwanted and unexpectedly in a
surprising mode of transportation.
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075

Kyle MacLachlan
as Mr. Mayor
Portlandia

3D Printer
Mr. Mayor’s (Kyle MacLachlan) wealthy parents have been funding his
Portland town projects during his term, but there are serious
consequences for all the residents when they cut him off. Mr. Mayor tries
to solve the town’s money problems by unveiling a 3D printer.

076

Kyle MacLachlan
as The Captain
How I Met Your Mother

Daisy
The guys try to figure out where Lily went after her fight with Marshall
and why. Meanwhile, after a talk with her mother, Robin is concerned that
she is marrying her father.

077

John Mahoney
as Roy
Hot In Cleveland

The One With George Clooney
When the women try to adopt a puppy, the Rescue Center's volunteer,
Doug (Max Greenfield), determines if they are dog-worthy. Elka's
relationships with Mamie (Georgia Engel) and Roy (John Mahoney) take
an interesting turn.

078

Garry Marshall
as Garry
Two And A Half Men

Bite Me, Supreme Court
Garry, playing a slightly senile old friend, attends Marty's bachelor party
and wedding.
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079

Ajay Mehta
as Sanjay
Anger Management

Charlie Helps Lacey Stay Rich
Sanjay (Ajay Mehta) is Lacey's rich and stiff dad who meets with Charlie
to check on her anger therapy progress and gets duped into her fake
wedding with Patrick when he offers her a gift of one million dollars upon
marriage.

080

Christopher Meloni
as Ray Whelans
Veep

Detroit
Personal trainer Ray Whelans is hired by Dan to distract Selina from the
stress of the campaign and her ex-husband Andrew. Selina swoons for
Ray, but his presence annoys most of the team - with the exception of
Gary - whose sore shoulder is being worked on by Ray’s magic fingers.

081

Stephen Merchant
as Lesle Higgins
Modern Family

Las Vegas
A butler in a Las Vegas hotel that specializes in luxury baths encounters
the Pritchett Family.

082

David Millbern
as Darin Stricklyn
From HERE on OUT

The OUT Cover-(UP)
Taylor sets up an interview for Jimmy and Sam as Hollywood's unlikely
new power couple for the cover of OUT Magazine. They struggle to sell
their relationship to the dubious editor, Darin Stricklyn (David Millbern),
who's done a little research of his own.
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083

Bill Murray
as Senator Vernon Smits
Alpha House

Pilot
Vernon goes to jail after he fails to turn himself in to the DOJ.

084

Bob Newhart
as Arthur
The Big Bang Theory

The Proton Transmogrification
Professor Proton helps Sheldon cope with grief.

085

John Oliver
as Professor Ian Duncan
Community

Introduction To Bondage And Beta Male Sexuality
Professor Duncan (guest star John Oliver) decides it’s time to seduce
Britta and Jeff counsels him on how to close the deal. Meanwhile, Britta
runs into some old friends and realizes that they have moved on from
their shared anarchist views of the past.

086

Timothy Olyphant
as Graham
The Mindy Project

Sk8r Man
Upon finding out that no one wants to set her up because she's too picky,
Mindy decides to lower her standards and date skater, Graham Logan
(Timothy Olyphant). He is a wild, professional skateboarder in his
mid-40s who nearly runs Mindy over in Union Square before asking her
out.
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087

Mike O'Malley
as Burt Hummel
Glee

The Quarterback
Burt Hummel mourns the loss of his stepson Finn.

088

Patton Oswalt
as Fire Marshall Boone
Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Sal's Pizza
When Sal’s Pizzeria burns down, Boone and the FDNY are put in charge of
the investigation. Jake’s jurisdictional fight with Boone turns into an actual
brawl. When Jake reveals that his best memories of his dad (before he
left his mom) were at Sal’s, Boone relates and becomes an ally.

089

Chazz Palminteri
as Shorty
Modern Family

Three Dinners
Shorty and his wife go to Jay and Gloria’s for dinner, where he tells them
they are moving to Costa Rica. Shorty and Jay get into a fight when Jay
tries to change Shorty’s mind. Shorty later returns to grab his jacket, and
he and Jay have an emotional goodbye.

090

Matthew Perry
as Sam
Cougar Town

Like A Diamond
After letting her car insurance lapse, Jules winds up in a car accident with
an attractive man named Sam (guest star Matthew Perry). When Jules
notices that her wedding ring has fallen off during the fender bender, she
cannot resist accepting Sam's offer to take her on a date.
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091

Mekhi Phifer
as Dre Collins
House of Lies

Pushback
Dre is extremely upset because Lukas has fired most of the senior staff
and has stopped payments to various accounts. Dre reaches out to Marty
and the team to save his company, DollaHyde, from financial ruin, by
convincing Lukas to take a buyout.

092

Kevin Pollak
as Alvin
Mom

Broken Dreams And Blocked Arteries
Violet feels uncomfortable attending her senior prom while still pregnant.
Bonnie clashes with Alvin over him abandoning her and Christy years ago
leading him to have a mild heart attack.

093

Jason Priestley
as Corey Chambers
Hot In Cleveland

Rusty Banks Rides Again
Victoria wants to get nominated for an Oscar, so she gets her friends to
convince Academy members to nominate her. Melanie is assigned a teen
idol (Jason Priestley), Joy is assigned an indie darling (Sarah Hyland), and
Elka reunites with Roy (John Mahoney).

094

Prince
as Himself
New Girl

Prince
Jess is ready to paint the town purple when a chance encounter finds her
and Cece invited to a once-in-a-lifetime mansion party thrown by music
legend Prince. Not wanting to miss out on the fun, the guys are
determined to crash the festivities, building toward an unforgettable
climax.
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095

Andrew Rannells
as Elijah Krantz
Girls

Beach House
Elijah was Hannah’s serious college boyfriend, though she was later
stunned to learn of his homosexuality. The two are able to develop a
close friendship following this revelation, though it quickly sours after
Hannah learns that Elijah has had sex with Marnie.

096

Carl Reiner
as Marty Pepper
Two And A Half Men

Bite Me, Supreme Court
After Marty proposes to Evelyn, Walden and Alan throw him a bachelor
party with several of his old friends.

097

Jeremy Renner
as Jeff Davis
Louie

In The Woods, Part 2
Jeff Davis does business with young Louie.

098

Rob Riggle
as Gil Thorpe
Modern Family

Under Pressure
Phil’s old nemesis, Gil Thorpe, strikes again when he unseats Phil as the
social chair of their local realtors' association.
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099

Craig Robinson
as Doug Judy
Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Pontiac Bandit
After being arrested by Rosa for identity theft, Doug Judy cuts a deal with
Jake when he offers info on Jake’s longtime car-stealing nemesis, the
“Pontiac Bandit.” While working together on the case, they form a
friendship, and Jake realizes too late that Doug was the Bandit all along.

100

Chris Rock
as Himself
Real Husbands of Hollywood

Rock, Paper, Stealers
While Oliver tries his hand at stand-up, Kevin uses his foot to push him
down, while Chris Rock stiff-arms any of Kevin's aspirations of being the
closing act on their world tour.

101

Matt Ross
as Gavin
Silicon Valley

Minimum Viable Product
Gavin Belson is the self described “iconoclast” CEO of Hooli. After
attempting to acquire Pied Piper and losing out to Peter Gregory, he helms
the development of an identical competitive product called Nucleus. Belson
debuts Nucleus at TechCrunch in an effort to make Pied Piper obsolete.

102

Andy Samberg
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Andy Samberg
Andy Samberg hosts.
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103

Adam Sandler
as Himself
Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Operation: Broken Feather
Sandler heckles undercover detective Peralta while he emcees an auction
to catch a perp. Their banter escalates when Sandler joins Peralta
onstage, competing as auctioneer. When Peralta identifies and takes
down the criminal in the crowd, he breaks Joe Theisman’s leg in the
process, and Sandler captures it on video.

104

Pablo Schreiber
as George "Pornstache" Mendez
Orange Is The New Black

Tall Men With Feelings
Pablo Schreiber plays George "Pornstache" Mendez, a crooked corrections
officer at Litchfield Penitentiary. Pornstache pursues an affair with inmate
Dayanara Diaz, unaware that Red has enlisted Daya in her plot to take
him down.

105

Ben Schwartz
as Jean-Ralphio Saperstein
Parks and Recreation

London
Not only is it revealed that Tom’s business rival is Jean-Ralphio’s (Ben
Schwartz) father, but that Jean-Ralphio lied to his dad, telling him that
Tom screwed him out of his business idea. Tom confronts his friend, and
Jean-Ralphio apologizes and finally, in front of lawyers, tells his father the
truth.
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106

Peter Scolari
as Tad Horvath
Girls

Dead Inside
Tad is Hannah’s father, a college professor with a groovy past, a goofy
sense of humor and a heart of gold permanently at odds with the
knowledge that he and his wife, Loreen, must sometimes make difficult,
firm choices when it comes to their daughter, including cutting her off
financially.

107

Jerry Seinfeld
as Himself
Louie

Model
Jerry works with Louie.

108

William Shatner
as Sally
Hot In Cleveland

It's Alive!
When Elka and Mamie's illegal business activities put them all in danger,
Joy, Melanie, and Victoria step in to save the day and wind up getting help
from a local mobster (William Shatner) and his mother (Shirley Jones).

109

Daniel Stern
as Richard James
Getting On

Nightshift
Dr. James arrives with her drunken husband, Richard, after a banquet
dinner to tend to his ingrown toenail. When there’s a patient emergency,
she locks him in her office so he won’t get into trouble. Indeed, he finds
his way out and causes havoc during the serene nightshift.
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110

Sting
as Himself
The Michael J. Fox Show

Christmas
The Henrys keep the Christmas spirit alive through rivalry, fake Santas
and Sting.

111

Danny Strong
as Pal
Girls

Beach House
Pal is Elijah’s new boyfriend, a theater publicist who devised the viral
marketing campaign for “Kinky Boots.” Their fledgling relationship is put to
the test when a surprise encounter leads to them spending the weekend
with Hannah and her friends at the beach.

112

Skipp Sudduth
as Mr. Hoffman
Louie

In The Woods, Part 1
Mr. Hoffman teaches young Louie.

113

Jason Sudeikis
as Kim
Portlandia

Getting Away
Feminist bookstore owners, Toni and Candace, lead a women’s retreat to
New Beavertown, Oregon. Their male-free endeavor is penetrated when
the bus driver, Kim (Jason Sudeikis), brings a little too much testosterone
to their moon weekend and gets the ladies, including k.d. lang, off track.
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114

D.B. Sweeney
as Larry
Two And A Half Men

West Side Story
Larry (D.B. Sweeney) plays party games with Lyndsey, Gretchen and
"Jeff."

115

Stephen Tobolowsky
as Stu Beggs
Californication

Smile
While relaxing poolside in a red speedo, Stu is approached by his ex-wife
Marcy, desperate for financial help. After revealing that she broke his
heart, Stu offers her $1 million dollars to have sex with her again. A
disgusted Marcy storms off, but later is forced to consider the proposition.

116

Nate Torrence
as James
Super Fun Night

The Set Up
James and Kimmie are set up on a date.

117

Russell Tovey
as Kevin
Looking

Looking For $220/Hour
Patrick and Kevin meet when Patrick awkwardly asks Kevin out, unaware
that Kevin is his new boss at Most Dangerous Games. Kevin’s energy
renews Patrick’s work dedication, but there is an attraction between
them, which neither of them are ultimately able to deny.
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118

John Travolta
as Mickey
Kirstie

Mickey And Maddie
After firing inept but hunky stagehand Mickey (John Travolta), Maddie
consoles him with a one-night stand - then can't get rid of him. Tension
arises between Frank and Arlo when Frank asks Arlo’s crush to be his
tango partner.

119

Damon Wayans, Jr.
as Coach
New Girl

Coach
A newly single Coach returns to the loft and wants to pick up exactly
where he left off when he moved out. Meanwhile, Jess and Cece have a
girls' night out, during which they meet a handsome stranger.

120

George Wendt
as Duke
Kirstie

Thelma's Ex
Maddie and Thelma clash when Thelma's womanizing ex-husband, Duke
(George Wendt), comes to town. Worried she could lose her best friend
and faithful assistant, an insecure Maddie will do anything to keep Thelma
and Duke apart.

121

Fred Willard
as Frank Dunphy
Modern Family

The Help
When Gloria hires a too-good-to-be-true male nanny, Jay and Manny are
pretty much dead set against it. Frank is in town and feeling a bit lonely
recently, so Phil and Jay take him out to help get his groove back.
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122

Henry Winkler
as Dr. Saperstein
Parks and Recreation

London
Dr. Saperstein (Henry Winkler) is a man of two faces. He is Chris and
Ann’s kind and wonderful OB/GYN. And he is also a ruthless businessman
trying to run Tom out of business for allegedly (and falsely) screwing his
son Jean-Ralphio out of the business.

123

Zach Woods
as Zach Harper
Playing House

Bosephus & The Catfish
Maggie is suspicious of her brother Zach’s online girlfriend. Emma helps
Bruce in an unexpected way.

124

Cedric Yarbrough
as Paul
The Soul Man

Daddy And Mommy Dearest
Boyce and Lolli's old friends, Paul (Cedric Yarbrough) and Robyn (Yvette
Nicole Brown), come to visit, bringing along their brand new foster child.
When Boyce and Lolli see their parenting skills in action, it's up to them to
save the kid.

End of Category
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125

Paul Adelstein
as Leo Bergen
Scandal

A Door Marked Exit
Angry that she called Cyrus to cover up her husband's murder, Leo
attempts to convince Sally to resume her quest for the presidency
regardless of Cyrus coming to her aid.

126

Gbenga Akinnagbe
as Jeremiah Bello
Graceland

Bag Man
The newly formed Briggs-Bello (Daniel Sunjata and guest star Gbenga
Akinnagbe) alliance is tested when members of the Caza Cartel head
north with a deadly ultimatum. During the aftermath, Mike (Aaron Tveit) is
forced to push his own limits for the good of the case.

127

Amir Arison
as Aram Mojtabai
The Blacklist

The Good Samaritan
Both the FBI and Reddington (Spader) independently seek out the mole.
Just as the FBI narrows in on Aram (Arison), Red preemptively kidnaps
him, implementing his own tactics to ferret out the truth. High stakes,
drama, and comedy play out in a showdown between Reddington and
Aram.

128

John Aylward
as Ted King
Major Crimes

Year-End Blowout
A year-end blowout sale becomes literal for a used-car lot after one of its
owners is killed when a bomb explodes.
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129

Dylan Baker
as Colin Sweeney
The Good Wife

Tying the Knot
When Alicia pays a visit to longtime client Colin Sweeney, she finds
herself in the unwanted role of witness when a body is discovered in his
home.

130

Scott Bakula
as Dwayne Pride
NCIS

Crescent City, Parts 1 & 2
Leading the team is Special Agent Dwayne Pride, a native of NOLA who is
driven by his need to do what's right.

131

Tom Berenger
as Jack Raydor
Major Crimes

Rules Of Engagement
Complicating matters, Sharon offers her husband, Jack, the opportunity to
be a court-appointed attorney in a case that brings gang violence and
social profiling to the forefront.

132

Reed Birney
as Donald Blythe
House of Cards

Chapter 17
Representative Donald Blythe is trapped in Francis Underwood's office
during an anthrax lockdown and must confront his betrayal.
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133

Stephen Bishop
as David Paulk
Being Mary Jane

Uber Love
After David confronts Mary Jane about stealing his sperm, she realizes he
is the true man she truly wants to be with, but David has a new girlfriend.

134

Luis Bordonada
as Javier Hemendez
Longmire

The Great Spirit
Javier Hemendez is a farm laborer whose tough life has hardened him. He
possesses more skills and sophistication than his job suggests. He's
falsely suspected of murder and through investigation is found innocent.
He leads Longmire and Ferg in the right direction and shines light on a
bigger crime.

135

Michael Bowen
as Uncle Jack
Breaking Bad

Ozymandias
After a shootout, Jack kills Hank despite Walter’s plea. His crew follows
Walt’s GPS coordinates and they unearth his cash. After retrieving Jesse,
Jack’s crew decides to find out what Jesse told the DEA before they kill
him. They have Walt’s blessing. They drag Jesse into the car and leave.

136

Beau Bridges
as Barton Scully
Masters of Sex

Manhigh
In the season finale, during a confrontation, Scully admits to Margaret
that he fell in love with a man at age eighteen. This revelation enrages
her, and Scully panics, determined not to lose her. Meanwhile, Scully
finds himself in hot water at work when Masters’ presentation backfires at
the hospital.
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137

Kevin Brief
as Reverend Buddy Boyle
Supernatural

I'm No Angel
Is the Reverend Buddy Boyle (Kevin Brief) being used by a dark angel to
infiltrate good souls? A televangelist, the charismatic Buddy reaches
millions of people worldwide. As he beseeches his flock to “let the angels
in”... Is he a true believer? A patsy for evil? Or evil himself?

138

B.J. Britt
as Agent Antoine Triplett
Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn
Coulson and his team find themselves without anyone they can trust, only
to discover that they are trapped with a traitor in their midst.

139

Bill Brochtrup
as Dr. Joe
Major Crimes

Jailbait
Sharon invites a therapist, Dr. Joe Bowman, to the office to evaluate Rusty
over a game of chess.

140

James Brolin
as Jackson Hunt
Castle

Deep Cover
The murder of a young video store clerk takes a strange turn when the
team discovers his past history as a high-level hacker. But it’s nothing
compared to the shock Castle receives when their investigation leads
them straight to his father, Jackson Hunt.
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141

Dan Bucatinsky
as James Novak
Scandal

Kiss Kiss Bang Bang
Olivia learns that James' death was no random accident. Meanwhile,
Cyrus mourns the loss of his husband, reflecting on the life they once
shared.

142

Reg E. Cathey
as Freddy
House of Cards

Chapter 22
Reg E. Cathey portrays Freddy Hayes, owner of Freddy’s BBQ Joint and
close friend of Francis Underwood. In this episode, Frank Underwood pays
a visit to Freddy’s house and informs him that he needs to distance
himself from Freddy.

143

Michael Cerveris
as James Castro
The Good Wife

Tying the Knot
James Castro attempts to solicit Governor Florrick's endorsement for
state's attorney by blackmailing the governor about his wife's rumored
affair.

144

Will Chase
as Luke Wheeler
Nashville

Nothing With Me
Following his near-death experience, Luke’s distant and reflective
presence drives him away from those around him. Heading into his
performance at Fort Campbell, his emotional insecurity clouds his
professional judgment but eventually propels his change of heart and
expression of love for Rayna.
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145

Gary Cole
as Cameron Dennis
Suits

The Other Time
Cameron’s (guest star Gary Cole) continuing use of shady tactics on Ava’s
(guest star Michelle Fairley) case brings up memories of why Harvey
(Gabriel Macht) left the DA’s office to work for Jessica (Gina Torres).

146

Tim Conway
as Howard Gray
Major Crimes

There's No Place Like Home
Provenza faces possible permanent desk duty while the squad investigates
the suspicious death of a loathsome ICE agent which brings them into
contact with the residents of an ancient apartment complex nicknamed La
Shangri-la.

147

Ritchie Coster
as Anslo Garrick
The Blacklist

Anslo Garrick, Part 1
The newest member on the blacklist, Anslo Garrick, infiltrates the FBI
black site and tries to capture Red. Donald attempts to protect Red from
a possible assassination attempt but is misled. Meanwhile, Liz gets caught
in an elevator and tries to figure out what is going on.

148

Jay Cramer
as Mickey Wenschler
Grey's Anatomy

Map Of You
Callie and Derek collaborate on a brain mapping project. Mickey
Wenschler, played by Jay Cramer, a quadriplegic, is the subject for their
experiment.
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149

Jeremy Davies
as Peter Bernardone
Hannibal

Su-Zakana
When a woman’s body is discovered inside of a dead horse, suspicion
turns to Peter Bernardone, a stable hand suffering from a brain injury. But
the case is muddled when Will Graham’s empathy for Peter prompts the
FBI to investigate Peter’s social worker instead.

150

Jeremy Davies
as Dickie Bennett
Justified

Weight
Dewey calls on his old pal Dickie for some jailhouse advice, visiting him in
prison under an assumed name and seeking a contact to unload his
heroine stash. This sparks a negotiation between Dickie and Raylan for
information about Dewey’s whereabouts, culminating with Dickie drawing
Raylan a pricelessly colorful “map."

151

David Denman
as Ed Brooks
Parenthood

The Enchanting Mr. Knight
Kristina goes in for a checkup. Amber encourages Drew to move on from
his past, while Julia struggles to let go of hers and move forward with her
relationship with Ed (Denman). Sarah gets an offer from Carl but decides
against it. Hank admits to old feelings lingering.

152

Paul Dooley
as Larry Murdoch
Major Crimes

There's No Place Like Home
Provenza faces possible permanent desk duty while the squad investigates
the suspicious death of a loathsome ICE agent which brings them into
contact with the residents of an ancient apartment complex nicknamed La
Shangri-la.
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153

Raúl Esparza
as Dr. Frederick Chilton
Hannibal

Yakimono
Raúl Esparza plays Dr. Frederick Chilton, administrator of Baltimore State
Hospital for the Criminally Insane.

154

Meegwun Fairbrother
as Daniel Aerov
Helix

Black Rain
Daniel is torn between love for his adoptive father and a sense of betrayal
that so much has been kept from him. Walker and Jordan come up with a
cure, and Daniel surprises everyone when his invention is the key to
delivering it.

155

Ben Feldman
as Michael Ginsberg
Mad Men

The Runaways
Ginsberg's paranoia worsens as the hum of the computer amplifies his
fears that it’s there to take over. Amid his descent into madness, he
professes feelings for Peggy and presents her with his severed nipple as a
gift. A horrified Peggy is left with no choice but to commit him.

156

Ben Feldman
as Jason Andrews
Major Crimes

Under The Influence
A meddling television writer-producer (guest star Ben Feldman)
accompanies Sanchez and Tao on a ride-along so he can get an inside
look at the LAPD. But what starts out as a simple outing quickly gets out of
hand.
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157

Greg Finley
as Eddie Thorpe
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Gridiron Soldier
Greg Finley plays Eddie Thorpe, star wideout for a college football
program accused of sexually assaulting a recruit. When SVU investigates
the crime, Eddie’s own history of abuse at the hands of his coach and
teammates comes to light.

158

Jason George
as Dr. Ben Warren
Grey's Anatomy

Somebody That I Used To Know
Ben worries that an innocent conversation with Derek could end up
causing problems for Bailey; Cristina turns to Shane as tension with
Meredith increases; April's upcoming wedding creates an uncomfortable
situation for Stephanie and Jackson.

159

Brian Geraghty
as Agent Knox
Boardwalk Empire

Erlkönig
Ambitious young FBI agent, Knox, succeeds in getting Kessler to give up
information on Nucky. Using emotionally manipulative tactics, Knox reveals
Kessler's back story. Knox tells Kessler his sons in Germany have changed
their last name in shame and, if he doesn't cooperate, they'll be reunited
in prison after deportation.

160

Paul Giamatti
as Harold Levinson
Downton Abbey

Episode 8
Lady Rose meets the Prince of Wales and faces a dilemma. Trouble also
plagues Cora’s mother and brother, Edith, and almost everyone else at
Downton Abbey.
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161

Ron Glass
as Clayton Carter
Major Crimes

There's No Place Like Home
Provenza faces possible permanent desk duty while the squad investigates
the suspicious death of a loathsome ICE agent which brings them into
contact with the residents of an ancient apartment complex nicknamed La
Shangri-la.

162

Adam Godley
as Elliott Schwartz
Breaking Bad

Felina
Gretchen and Elliott arrive home to find Walter in their living room.
Gretchen screams and Elliott protects his wife. Walt orders them to use
his money to set up a trust for his son. To ensure compliance, he
threatens them with two “hit men,” and they agree to Walt’s plan.

163

Walton Goggins
as Venus Van Dam
Sons Of Anarchy

Sweet And Vaded
SOA’s transgender friend, Venus (Walton Goggins), asks them to retrieve
his kidnapped son from his mother, Alice. The club confronts Alice, and
she flees. After a car chase, the confrontation ends at Alice’s child porn
studio where Jax shoots Alice in the head and returns the boy to Venus.

164

Louis Gossett, Jr.
as Oscar Boneau
Boardwalk Empire

Havre De Grace
Oscar Boneau, Chalky White’s former mentor and leader of the Atlantic
City’s African-American community, is now retired, living in rural
Maryland. Running from the law and rival gangsters back in Atlantic City,
Chalky seeks out Boneau, now 80, blind and in a weakened state, for
shelter and advice.
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165

Elliott Gould
as Ezra Goodman
Ray Donovan

The Golem
Ezra experiences what appear to be symptoms of dementia, including
believing that he has run over a man with his car and seeing Mickey’s face
turn into “the golem,” an animated anthropomorphic being in Jewish
folklore. Ezra has an MRI and informs Ray that he’s dying from a brain
tumor.

166

Harry Hamlin
as Jim Cutler
Mad Men

Waterloo
Cutler is confronted by Don about the breach letter and tells him off. Upon
hearing of Bert’s passing, Cutler insensitively brings up work discussing
what the agency should look like. When Roger presents the McCann deal,
he’s hesitant but begrudgingly agrees because he wants the money.

167

Allan Havey
as Lou Avery
Mad Men

The Runaways
Lou leaves his “Scout’s Honor” comic strip he created on the copier
making him the butt of the creative team’s jokes. Lou punishes them then
butts heads with Don when he tries to give Lou management advice. Don
later undermines him by showing up to the Philip Morris meeting
uninvited.
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168

Jeff Hephner
as Jeff Clarke
Chicago Fire

No Regrets
While responding to a train derailment, Jeff Clarke is assisted by a civilian,
Westin, who we find has medical experience and, like Clarke, has served
overseas. When Westin is fatally injured, Clarke must cope with the loss
of a new friend.

169

Damon Herriman
as Dewey Crowe
Justified

Starvation
After unsuccessfully trying to escape Harlan, Dewey stumbles into a
meeting with Daryl and Boyd, confesses to killing Wade Messer and
stealing the drugs that Boyd and Daryl were bringing up from Mexico.
Raylan busts him after hearing this through the wire Boyd has taped to
him.

170

John Benjamin Hickey
as Neil Gross
The Good Wife

Hitting The Fan
John Benjamin Hickey plays Neil Gross, the founder of Chumhum, the
series' version of Google. He is a defendant in a case brought by a client
of Lockhart/Gardner. In this episode, Peter uses his influence to force Neil
Gross to pick Alicia’s firm and Alicia lets him.

171

Judd Hirsch
as Dr. Sigmund Freud
Perception

Asylum
Pierce investigates a gruesome stabbing at a psychiatric hospital. Guided
by his hallucination of Sigmund Freud (guest star Judd Hirsch), Pierce
becomes convinced the hospital is full of dark secrets.
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172

Gregory Itzin
as Henry Wilcox
Covert Affairs

Something Against You
Despite his misgivings, Auggie (Christopher Gorham) decides to work with
Calder (Hill Harper) on an alternate method to destroy Henry (Gregory
Itzin) and prevent him from causing further harm against his former CIA
colleagues.

173

Zeljko Ivanek
as Racine
Banshee

Little Fish
FBI Agent Jim Racine enters Banshee to conduct a disciplinary hearing
after the epic shootout that concluded season one. Relentless in his
search for Rabbit, Racine couldn't care less about the transgressions of
Carrie and the Banshee deputies. Instead, his investigation leads him to
learn the truth about Lucas Hood.

174

Eddie Izzard
as Dr. Abel Gideon
Hannibal

Mukozuke
Freddie Lounds finds Beverly's sectioned corpse; Will meets the copycat
killer and orders him to kill Hannibal. Dr. Gideon overhears this and gives
Alana the chance to save Will from becoming a murderer.

175

Don Johnson
as Ranger Earl McGraw / Sheriff Earl McGraw
From Dusk Till Dawn: The Series

Pilot
When infamous bank robbers Seth and Richie Gecko make a run for the
Mexican Border, a pit stop at a liquor store turns into a deadly standoff.
During the siege, Richie becomes haunted by visions of demons – and a
mysterious woman who beckons him from beyond.
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176

Wesam Keesh
as Ehsan Navid
NCIS: Los Angeles

Allegiance
A charismatic immigrant who lives in the U.S. running his family's ancient
business is needed by federal agents to solve a case and save hundreds
of lives.

177

Nathan Lane
as Clarke Hayden
The Good Wife

The Decision Tree
Clarke Hayden makes his debut at court.

178

Eric Lange
as Kenneth Hastings / David Tate
The Bridge

The Beetle
Reeling from the death of his wife and child, David Tate is in the final
stages of his master plan for revenge. He's going to get even with the
man he sees as responsible. No one will stand in his way, not even the
most innocent among us.

179

Robert Sean Leonard
as Roger Kadar, PhD
Falling Skies

Collateral Damage
An obsessive but gifted scientist who runs Charleston's power grid and
lives underground with his pet rats. The children of New Charleston,
intrigued by his cool science toys and unusual pets, eventually dub him
"The Rat King."
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180

Hamish Linklater
as Jerry Dantana
The Newsroom

One Step Too Many
Jerry argues that Genoa is ready to run, but Charlie refuses. Charlie sends
Jerry to interview a former U.S. General who knows about Genoa.
Although the General never says sarin gas was used, Jerry edits his
interview to make it appear like a confirmation - which leads Charlie to
greenlight the story.

181

Donal Logue
as Lieutenant Declan Murphy
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Gambler's Fallacy
Donal Logue plays the muscle for an underground gambling ring that one
of the detectives at SVU becomes embroiled with. His criminal and violent
ways are all a front however, as he drops the Irish brogue and reveals
himself to be an undercover NYPD lieutenant.

182

Donal Logue
as Lee Toric
Sons Of Anarchy

Poenitentia
Former U.S. Marshal Lee Toric uses violent tactics to get answers as he
tries to bring down the SOA Motorcycle Club. In this episode, he
gruesomely interrogates members of the Byz-Lat crew about a
club-related murder by using their teeth to open a beer bottle. They
refuse to talk.

183

Domenick Lombardozzi
as Ralph Capone
Boardwalk Empire

All In
Eddie Kessler enjoys his new-found responsibilities and celebrates with a
night out in the company of Ralph "Bottles" Capone before being arrested
by Bureau of Investigation Agent Warren Knox.
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184

Rob Lowe
as Himself
Franklin & Bash

Gone In A Flash
Playing himself as Franklin and Bash's Malibu neighbor, Rob Lowe ends up
in a turf war with Pindar, Franklin and Bash's assistant.

185

Michael Madsen
as Roy Parrish
Hawaii Five-0

Na Hala A Ka Makua
A convicted murder escapes from custody, holds McGarrett and Danny
hostage, and claims that he was framed for the crime.

186

Joshua Malina
as Simon Wilkes
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Thought Criminal
Simon Wilkes is a well-known photographer with a penchant for shooting
underage boys. He has an active fantasy life in which he imagines
torturing them. Can he be convicted simply for planning his crimes?

187

David Marciano
as Virgil
Homeland

One Last Thing
At Saul’s request, Virgil searches Saul's house for a bug. Virgil and his
brother Max find a microchip in Saul's computer mouse. Later, while on
surveillance, they see Alain, Mira’s secret boyfriend, exiting Saul’s house.
Virgil shows Saul photos of Alain leaving the house and meeting with
Senator Lockhart.
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188

Michael Massee
as Charles Hoyt
Rizzoli & Isles

Dance With The Devil
The first day of Paddy’s murder trial, Maura gains insight into her father
from Hope. Korsak opens up about Cavanaugh’s tragic past. And in an
unexpected twist, Maura must decide which side she’s on when she and
Jane unravel a shocking secret about Paddy and Hope that affects them
all.

189

Tim Matheson
as Larry Sizemore
Burn Notice

Psychological Warfare
Michael finally meets with the head of the organization he’s been assigned
to dismantle. Things get dicey when the leader drugs him at gunpoint to
learn his deepest secrets. In danger of exposing his cover, Michael soon
realizes in order to protect his future... he'll have to face his past.

190

Chris Messina
as Reese Lansing
The Newsroom

Election Night, Part I
In the wake of Genoa and with a potentially embarrassing lawsuit
pending, Reese is charged with deciding whether to accept resignations
from Will, Charlie, and Mac - while also hosting ACN’s election night
viewing party.

191

David Meunier
as Johnny Crowder
Justified

Over The Mountain
Raylan (Timothy Olyphant) hunts down a missing informant. Meanwhile,
cousin Johnny (David Meunier) arrives at the county jail to visit the woman
he’ll never have, and confront his blood nemesis Boyd (Walton Goggins).
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192

Robert Morse
as Bertram Cooper
Mad Men

Waterloo
Bert scolds Cutler for signing his name to Don's breach letter without his
consent. He later meets with Roger to discuss Cutler's attempts to rid the
agency of Don. Sadly, Bert passes away but makes one more appearance
via Don’s daydream singing and dancing to “The Best Things in Life Are
Free.”

193

Joe Morton
as Rowan Pope
Scandal

Guess Who's Coming To Dinner
Through a series of flashbacks we learn more about Olivia Pope’s
estranged relationship with her father. Five years ago, Olivia had dinner
with her dad every Sunday; a deal she made with him so he'll pay off her
student loans, giving him a chance to atone for his past mistakes.

194

Joel Murray
as Freddie Rumsen
Mad Men

Time Zones
Freddie briefly returns to Sterling Cooper & Partners in a freelance
capacity delivering a captivating ad pitch for Accutron watches that shocks
and impresses Peggy. However, the genius behind Freddie’s flawless pitch
is revealed to be Don Draper serving as Cyrano and using Freddie to stay
in the ad game.
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195

Neil Napier
as Dr. Peter Farragut
Helix

Dans L’ombre
Peter disables the surveillance camera in Hatake’s office as Walker
watches the footage. Peter nervously enters the ICU. Furious, Peter pulls
out a scalpel. He cuts The Scythe loose! Peter’s been playing both sides!
He braces himself as The Scythe slams his head into a bench and
escapes.

196

George Newbern
as Charlie
Scandal

Mama Said Knock You Out
Charlie suspiciously questions Quinn about her recent visit from Huck and
suggests they live together so he can protect her from Huck's vicious
antics.

197

John Noble
as Henry Parish aka The Sin Eater aka Jeremy Crane
Sleepy Hollow

Bad Blood
Henry Parish, aka “The Sin Eater," in a shocking twist, is revealed to be
Jeremy, the murdered, demon son of Ichabod and Katrina and the second
horseman of the apocalypse and, in vengeance, he buries Ichabod alive
and allows the Headless Horseman to kidnap Katrina.

198

Tom Noonan
as The Stewmaker
The Blacklist

The Stewmaker
After Liz testifies against Hector Lorca, a dangerous drug lord, another
witness is abducted. Red’s (James Spader) interest is peaked and he
informs the team that the witness may have been taken by "The
Stewmaker," a man who melts his victims and is responsible for hundreds
of presumed dead people.
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199

Michael Nouri
as Congressman Steven Keller
Major Crimes

Risk Assessment
A prominent politician's son is murdered in a gang neighborhood, which
sparks a new interest in an earlier crime.

200

Jason O'Mara
as Damian Boyle
The Good Wife

Whack-a-Mole
Jason O’Mara guest stars as Damian Boyle, Lockhart/Gardner’s new
lawyer. Will Gardner (Josh Charles) goes against Diane Lockhart’s
(Christine Baranski) wishes when he hires Damian Boyle (O’Mara), an
unpredictable attorney with ties to organized crime, who immediately
interjects himself into Alicia Florrick's (Julianna Margulies) recent website
case.

201

Michael O'Neill
as Nick Ford
Bates Motel

Meltdown
Nick Ford, patriarch of a major drug family, finds himself immersed in the
unpredictable Bates family as he attempts to hold on to his power position
by trying to control Norma - all while dealing with the recent death of his
grown daughter, who may have been killed by Norman.

202

Terry O'Quinn
as Dr. Manchester
Falling Skies

On Thin Ice
Dr. Manchester (Terry O’Quinn) is the former history professor and
mentor to Tom Mason.
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203

Pedro Pascal
as Oberyn Martell
Game Of Thrones

Mockingbird
Oberyn Martell, second son of the ruling house of Dorne, surprises King’s
Landing with his arrival for Joffrey’s wedding. Known for his dislike of the
Lannisters and hot-blooded temperament, Oberyn makes it clear that his
attendance is not just for the wedding, but to avenge his sister’s death.

204

Bill Paxton
as Agent John Garrett
Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn
Coulson and his team find themselves without anyone they can trust, only
to discover that they are trapped with a traitor in their midst.

205

Michael Pitt
as Mason Verger
Hannibal

Tome-Wan
Mason Verger, in therapy with Hannibal, discusses his sister Margot’s
unfortunate “accident,” and other veiled threats. Goaded on by Will,
Mason kidnaps Hannibal with the intent of feeding him to his pigs. Will
must decide whether or not to come to Hannibal’s aid, giving him the
opportunity for revenge.

206

Billy Porter
as Jackie Walker
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Dissonant Voices
Billy Porter plays Jackie Walker, a successful voice teacher famous for
getting students on the TV singing contest "American Diva." His fame
turns to notoriety however, as children come forward accusing him of
molestation. Walker protests these allegations, struggling between having
no one in his corner and clearing his name.
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207

Augustus Prew
as Wade Weller
Major Crimes

Return To Sender
The squad must work quickly to track down a serial killer before he strikes
again.

208

Steven Michael Quezada
as Steven Gomez
Breaking Bad

Confessions
At the DEA district office, Gomez questions why Hank has assigned
Gomez's officers to follow Jesse. He reminds Hank that Jesse could sue if
he catches on, given Hank's prior assault.

209

Kevin Rahm
as Ted Chaough
Mad Men

Waterloo
Ted scares the Sunkist clients by cutting the plane engine while flying with
them then tells Cutler he's done with advertising. When Roger presents
the partners with a McCann partnership that is contingent on Ted, he’s
reluctant but gets convinced by Don to take the deal.

210

Michael Rapaport
as Daryl Crowe, Jr.
Justified

Weight
After Daryl’s scheme to get Boyd’s lost heroin shipment goes afoul, Kendal
admits to Daryl that Danny killed Jean Baptiste. Daryl punches Danny and
then Wendy and Daryl brawl. She punches him in the face. After the fight,
Daryl makes Kendal his “blood brother” and requests his loyalty to him.
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211

James Remar
as Jimmy Evans
Grey's Anatomy

Man On The Moon
Karev's father, Jimmy, returns to Grey Sloan Memorial with serious
withdrawal symptoms, but Karev wants nothing to do with him.

212

J. August Richards
as Mike Peterson/Deathlok
Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Nothing Personal
Just when there's no one left to trust, Agent Hill returns to team up with
Coulson as S.H.I.E.L.D. is being destroyed around them.

213

Jason Ritter
as Mark Cyr
Parenthood

Fraud Alert
A chance street-corner encounter with Amber brings Mark Cyr (Jason
Ritter) back into Sarah Braverman’s life. After a brief phone call, Mark and
Sarah re-unite for dinner, where she discovers her former love is now not
only a published author but happily engaged as well.

214

Ray Romano
as Hank Rizzoli
Parenthood

Promises
After Max Braverman throws a tantrum in Hank Rizzoli’s (Ray Romano)
photo studio, Hank is given a book on Asperger Syndrome by Max’s
father. After reading it and reflecting on his personal history, Hank begins
to suspect that he too may have a previously undiagnosed condition on
the autism spectrum.
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215

Costa Ronin
as Oleg Igorevich Burov
The Americans

Arpanet
In an attempt to ensure Nina takes a successful polygraph, Oleg enlists
himself as her deceit coach. An awkwardly intimate trial run gives Oleg
much-desired one on one time with his gorgeous KGB counterpart.

216

Johnathon Schaech
as Sean Walker
Ray Donovan

Road Trip
Unknowing of an FBI wiretap, a remorseful and desperate Sean Walker
(Johnathon Schaech) confesses to a murderous event that took place 20
years ago and puts the entire first season in perspective. This event sent
Mickey (Jon Voight) to jail for 20 years and set up Ray Donovan’s (Liev
Schreiber) successful career.

217

Pablo Schreiber
as William Lewis
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Psycho/Therapist
After kidnapping Det. Olivia Benson and holding her hostage, Pablo
Schreiber's psychopathic character, William Lewis, sees his crimes
brought to trial. But following a series of cunning legal maneuvers, Lewis
ends up representing himself, taking on the detectives at SVU and
eventually interrogating his victim, Olivia Benson, himself.
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218

Jonathan Silverman
as Josh Galloway
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Comic Perversion
Jonathan Silverman guest stars as popular "rape-joke comic" Josh
Galloway, whose self proclaimed edgy act inspires two of his fans to
attempt an assault on a college co-ed. Another student accuses Galloway
himself of rape, and the he-said she-said case is sent to trial despite the
shaky evidence.

219

Jeffrey Tambor
as Counselor Lester Cohen
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

American Tragedy
Jeffrey Tambor returns as Lester Cohen, a high-powered defense
attorney who attempts to protect his client, a celebrity chef from the
South, from murder charges and accusations of racism.

220

Jeffrey Tambor
as Judge George Kluger
The Good Wife

Parallel Construction, Bitches
Florrick/Agos and Lockhart/Gardner fight to keep Lemond Bishop as a
client when he is arrested on a drug related charge, which possibly
resulted from a leak inside Alicia’s firm. Jeffrey Tambor plays the judge
hearing the case.

221

Jon Tenney
as FBI Agent Fritz Howard
Major Crimes

Risk Assessment
When a well-off graduate student gets shot to death in a gang-riddled
neighborhood, the Major Crimes Division must work with the FBI,
including Fritz Howard (guest star Jon Tenney), to find his killer.
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222

Michael Grant Terry
as Wendell Bray
Bones

Big In The Philippines
When "Squintern" Wendall Bray breaks his arm, Dr. Brennan painfully
discovers that he suffers from Ewing’s Sarcoma. Wendell is tasked with
the decision to leave the beloved Jeffersonian and live the rest of his life
to the fullest, or stay and fight the highly fatal form of cancer.

223

Shaun Toub
as Majid Javadi
Homeland

Gerontion
Javadi is in a safe house facing a long interrogation by Saul – with whom
he shares a history. Saul, privy to Javadi’s embezzling of IRGC funds,
informs Javadi that he will now be a double agent for the United States or
surely face death if his embezzlement is exposed.

224

Glynn Turman
as Charles Johnson
Criminal Minds

Strange Fruit
Charles Johnson is an African-American contractor who was castrated in
an attempted lynching in 1960s Virginia after being falsely accused of
rape.

225

Brian Van Holt
as Ray Burton
The Bridge

Destino
The EPPD corners their prime suspect. Charlotte questions Ray's true
intentions, and Ray is able to "negotiate" a new deal with cartel leader
Graciela Rivera to smuggle guns through the tunnel. Linder crosses the
border and takes on his most difficult case yet.
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226

Ralph Waite
as Jackson Gibbs
NCIS

Better Angels
Jackson Gibbs takes his son to meet a fellow pilot who saved his life
during World War II. Gibbs learns his father’s savior was actually fighting
for the Germans. Meanwhile, our team is investigating the death of a
Marine who was murdered in a clothing store while stopping another
crime.

227

Malcolm-Jamal Warner
as Lt. Chuck Cooper
Major Crimes

Year-End Blowout
Rusty dons a bullet-proof vest under the watchful eye of Lt. Chuck Cooper
(guest star Malcolm-Jamal Warner), a Special Investigation Section (SIS)
supervisor, in an attempt to catch the person responsible for threatening
his and Sharon’s life.

228

Isaiah Washington
as Dr. Preston Burke
Grey's Anatomy

We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together
Cristina learns that her speaking engagement in Switzerland is really a
ploy set up by her former fiancé, Burke. She finds out that Burke is not
looking to reunite but offers her an opportunity of a lifetime instead.

229

Bradley Whitford
as Frank Maddox
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Reasonable Doubt
Frank Maddox (Bradley Whitford), a television producer, is accused of
molesting his eight-year-old daughter. Believing that his jealous ex-wife
is coaching her to get back at him, Frank loses trust in the justice
system's ability to find the truth, seeking to clear his name in the court of
public opinion.
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230

Treat Williams
as Benny Severide
Chicago Fire

A Rocket Blasting Off
Benny visits his son in Chicago after the disappearance of his daughter’s
kidnapper, Vince Keeler. Racked with guilt, he confides in Sergeant Hank
Voight, confessing to the murder of Keeler.

231

Dean Winters
as Brian Cassidy
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Internal Affairs
When SVU detectives suspect a fellow officer in the 12th Precinct of
preying on drunk women and raping them in their own homes, Brian
Cassidy goes undercover to catch the "rape cop" in the act, but when he
gets made, his quest for justice turns into a struggle for survival.

232

James Wolk
as Bob Benson
Mad Men

The Strategy
Bob Benson bails Chevy client Bill Hartley out of jail for an indiscretion
bringing his own secret to the forefront. In an effort to mask his sexuality,
Bob proposes to Joan offering her an arranged marriage set up and in the
process informs her that SC&P is losing Chevy.

233

Christopher Wood
as Brandon North
Major Crimes

Poster Boy
The team works strategically to capture a spree killer who has put
everyone on high alert.
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234

James Woods
as Patrick "Sully" Sullivan
Ray Donovan

Road Trip
In the middle of a lengthy road trip to Los Angeles, Sully catches his
longtime girlfriend, Catherine, calling her parents. He kills her, causing
problems for Ray and Avi. When Sully arrives in LA, Ray comes to see him
to discuss how he’s going to take care of Mickey.

235

Malik Yoba
as Eddie Fornum
The Good Wife

Everything Is Ending
Alicia works on a Death Row appeal for a convict who was wrongly
accused.

End of Category
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236

Pamela Adlon
as Herself
Louie

Pamela 3
Pamela tries to figure out how to be Louie.

237

Uzo Aduba
as Suzanne "Crazy Eyes" Warren
Orange Is The New Black

Lesbian Request Denied
Uzo Aduba portrays Suzanne “Crazy Eyes” Warren, an inmate at Litchfield
Penitentiary who develops an admiration towards fellow prisoner Piper
Chapman. After being targeted for romance, Piper finds that subtlety is an
ineffective approach to letting her suitor down.

238

Becky Ann Baker
as Loreen Doring
Girls

Flo
Hannah’s mother Loreen is, like her husband, a college professor.
Anxiously maternal, concerned about appearances, the frustrated bad cop
to Tad’s free-wheeling good cop, she is a loving but stern enforcer who
knows their daughter will grow only if they set her free (and don't fund
her "groovy lifestyle").

239

Sarah Baker
as Vanessa
Louie

So Did The Fat Lady
Louie meets Vanessa (Sarah Baker), a vibrant and
comfortable-in-her-own-skin waitress at the Comedy Cellar. When she
asks him out, a funny, raw and poignant exploration of body image
ensues.
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240

Eszter Balint
as Amia
Louie

Elevator, Part 5
Amia is conflicted.

241

Elizabeth Banks
as Sal
Modern Family

The Wedding, Part 2
Pepper secures Mitch and Cam another venue, which they are then kicked
out of. Claire is Mitchell’s “Best Person.” Phil becomes the officiant after
Sal goes into labor but struggles with ways to make a “magic” moment.

242

Kathy Bates
as Kay McKinnon
Mike & Molly

Three Girls And An Urn
Molly meets the best buddy of her dreams when Peggy's childhood friend,
Kay McKinnon (guest star Kathy Bates) comes to town. But Peggy is not
keen on sharing.

243

Kristen Bell
as Ingrid de Forest
Parks and Recreation

The Pawnee-Eagleton Tip Off Classic
When Eagleton (Pawnee’s rival neighbor) hits a major financial crisis,
Leslie’s counterpart, Ingrid de Forest (Kristen Bell), asks for help. At first,
Leslie uses this as an opportunity to rub it in Ingrid’s snooty and pompous
face, but eventually the two women put aside their differences to help
both cities.
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244

Candice Bergen
as Beth Henry
The Michael J. Fox Show

Thanksgiving
Mike and Leigh's parents (guest stars Charles Grodin and Candice Bergen)
visit, turning Thanksgiving into a family free-for-all.

245

Emily Bergl
as Sammi
Shameless

Strangers On A Train
Sammi is a Southside-Chicago mom, living in a trailer, married three
times and engaged twelve. When her deadbeat dad, Frank, comes back in
the picture and attempts tricking her into donating her liver, Sammi
decides to forgive him and dedicates herself completely to taking care of
Frank until he dies.

246

Brooke Bloom
as Young Janet
Louie

Elevator, Part 4
Young Janet asks a question.

247

Madeline Brewer
as Tricia Miller
Orange Is The New Black

Bora Bora Bora
Tricia returns from detox to find she has lost her position on the kitchen
staff and must still deal with Mendez breathing down her neck for her
drug debts.
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248

Yvette Nicole Brown
as Robyn
The Soul Man

Daddy And Mommy Dearest
Boyce and Lolli's old friends Paul (Cedric Yarbrough) and Robyn (Yvette
Nicole Brown) come to visit, bringing along their brand new foster child.
When Boyce and Lolli see their parenting skills in action, it's up to them to
save the kid.

249

Laura Bell Bundy
as Becky
How I Met Your Mother

Daisy
Becky, Robin's old co-anchor on "Get Up New York!," is discovered to be
engaged to the Captain, a suspected fling of Lily's. When confronted by
Marshall, Ted, Barney, Zabka, and Ranjit, the Captain swears nothing
happened between the two.

250

Laura Bell Bundy
as Shelby
Hart Of Dixie

Star Of The Show
Shelby participates in the local cabaret show organized by Zoe Hart.

251

Carol Burnett
as Penny
Hot in Cleveland

Canoga Falls
Victoria's sister (Jean Smart) tricks her into coming home for a visit. She
and the ladies find her mother Penny (Carol Burnett) in an alarming state.
Joy and Melanie re-visit the 70s. Elka (Betty White) gives Penny advice.
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252

Saffron Burrows
as Helena
The Crazy Ones

She's So European
When a worldly client, Helena, comes to town, Sydney, Zach and Simon
each compete for her attention, but when things turn to a sexual nature,
they realize they may know too much about each other.

253

Ellen Burstyn
as Evanka
Louie

Elevator, Part 3
Evanka translates for Louie and Amia.

254

Linda Cardellini
as Abby
New Girl

Sister III
Abby and Schmidt’s warp speed relationship causes Jess to reevaluate
her and Nick’s need for space and independence. Cece too is troubled by
the way Abby has Schmidt under her control and is worried that she’s
once again running a scam and taking advantage of Schmidt’s generosity.

255

Lynda Carter
as Herself
Two And A Half Men

Justice In Star-Spangled Hot Pants
Alan begs Walden to set him up with an old family friend, "Wonder
Woman" TV star Lynda Carter.
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256

Kristin Chenoweth
as April Rhodes
Glee

100
April Rhodes returns to McKinley High School to help save the Glee Club.

257

Kristin Chenoweth
as Brittany
Kirstie

Like A Virgin
When Maddie learns Arlo's a virgin, she enlists her understudy, Brittany
(Kristin Chenoweth), to deflower him in exchange for a chance to go
onstage. When Arlo falls in love, Maddie storms the theater to avenge his
broken heart.

258

Laverne Cox
as Sophia Burset
Orange Is The New Black

Lesbian Request Denied
In flashbacks, Burset, her wife, and her child struggle to adjust to Burset's
gender change. Burset commits credit card fraud to finance gender
reassignment surgery. In the present, the prison reduces Burset's dose of
exogenous estrogen in response to budget cuts.

259

Joan Cusack
as Sheila Jackson
Shameless

Liver, I Hardly Know Her
Sammi receives an offer from her drug dealer to give Frank a liver
transplant for $25,000, and Sheila offers to pay for it. Post-surgery, they
discover that Frank’s kidney was stolen, and he has only hours to live.
Despite the dire circumstances, Sheila is still determined to marry Frank.
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260

Hadley Delany
as Lilly
Louie

In The Woods, Part 1
Lilly gets in trouble.

261

Lea DeLaria
as Carrie "Big Boo" Black
Orange Is The New Black

Imaginary Enemies
Piper tries to remain on good terms with her no-nonsense roommate Miss
Claudette Pelage. The upcoming release of an inmate named Mercy
causes conflict between Mercy's new girlfriend, Tricia Miller, and her ex,
Carrie "Big Boo" Black. Piper's electrical engineering class faces serious
punishment when a screwdriver goes missing.

262

Julia Duffy
as Dana Murray
Looking

Looking For A Plus One
Patrick is nervous about bringing Richie to his sister's wedding and
meeting his mother.

263

Pamela Dunlap
as Dianne (the Costume Designer)
Doll & Em

Episode 2
The costume designer on her film (Pamela Dunlap) monopolizes her
conversation with Em, and makes it almost impossible for Em to get
away.
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264

Tina Fey
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Tina Fey
Tina hosts the season premiere. Parodies include a promo for HBO's
"Girls," in which Tina plays a new cast member; a game show where Tina
is a contestant trying to guess who is a new cast member or part of the
band, Arcade Fire.

265

Heather Graham
as Julia
Californication

Dicks
Julia auditions for "Santa Monica Cop" and is thrilled when she’s hired.
Later, Julia, Hank and Levon go out to celebrate. Levon gets called to
work. The celebration continues when Julia ends up giving Hank a dental
cleaning which leads to kissing, interrupted by a phone call from Levon.

266

Kathy Griffin
as Herself
Kirstie

The Girl Next Door
When Kathy Griffin visits the building to look at the penthouse across the
hall, a threatened Maddie struggles to contain her insecurities and goes to
great lengths to restake her claim as the biggest star in the building.

267

Valerie Harper
as Angie
Hot in Cleveland

Love Is All Around
Elka (Betty White) and Mamie (Georgia Engel) reunite their bowling team:
Diane (Mary Tyler Moore), Peg (Cloris Leachman), and Angie (Valerie
Harper). Joy, Victoria and Melanie date a professor (George Hamilton),
director and surgeon.
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268

Erinn Hayes
as Annabel Porter
Parks and Recreation

Recall Vote
One of Ron’s handmade chairs appears in Bloosh, a newsletter curated by
self-proclaimed tastemaker and lifestyle guru Annabel Porter (Erinn
Hayes). Tom asks Ron to use this connection with Annabel to get his store
featured in the newsletter. But Ron rejects Annabel’s attempts to
mass-produce his chairs, and she leaves.

269

Anne Heche
as Susan Rodriguez Jones
The Michael J. Fox Show

Interns
Susan and Mike bump heads when he gets Eve an internship at the
station and Eve admires her.

270

Jennifer Love Hewitt
as Emmy
Hot in Cleveland

Elka Takes A Lover
On the eve of Victoria’s big movie premiere, Emmy (Jennifer Love Hewitt)
visits with some surprising news while Elka announces she’s taken a
younger lover (Chris Elliott).

271

Cheryl Hines
as Beth Minker
The Crazy Ones

Zach Mitzvah
To help land an account, Zach is forced to be a DJ at a Bar Mitzvah. The
child wants a Chicago theme, and Simon helps plan skits and images for
the city of Chicago. However, the child wanted the musical Chicago.
Cheryl plays the child's mother.
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272

Gaby Hoffmann
as Caroline Sackler
Girls

Only Child
Caroline is Adam’s estranged older sister who turns up at Hannah and
Adam’s apartment on the day of Hannah’s 25th birthday party. Her
unorthodox and volatile relationship with her brother quickly causes some
dissension between Adam and Hannah.

273

Sarah Hyland
as Ivy
Hot in Cleveland

Rusty Banks Rides Again
Victoria wants to get nominated for an Oscar, so she gets her friends to
convince Academy members to nominate her. Melanie is assigned a teen
idol (Jason Priestley), Joy is assigned an indie darling (Sarah Hyland), and
Elka reunites with Roy (John Mahoney).

274

Dot-Marie Jones
as Shannon Beiste
Glee

The Quarterback
Coach Beiste, along with the staff and students of McKinley High, mourn
the loss of Finn. As Coach Beiste comes to terms with the impact it has on
her, she helps Puck deal with the loss as he ends up crying in her arms.

275

Shirley Jones
as Sophie
Hot in Cleveland

It's Alive!
When Elka and Mamie's illegal business activities put them all in danger,
Joy, Melanie, and Victoria step in to save the day and wind up getting help
from a local mobster (William Shatner) and his mother (Shirley Jones).
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276

Jane Kaczmarek
as Gwen Crawford
Playing House

Totes Kewl
Maggie’s divorce lawyer, Gary, asks Emma on a date. Maggie encourages
Emma to go despite having a crush on him. As things heat up between
Gary and Emma, Maggie’s jealousy boils over. Emma tries to patch things
up, but an even bigger secret about Emma’s mom is revealed.

277

Sally Kellerman
as Toni
Maron

Mom Situation
Marc’s mom (Sally Kellerman) comes to visit. He wants to avoid her and
pawns her off on a friend’s dad. The plan backfires when they hit it off too
well and Marc has to parent his mom through an STD scare.

278

Mimi Kennedy
as Marjorie
Mom

Toilet Wine & The Earl Of Sandwich
Marjorie (Mimi Kennedy) accompanies Bonnie (Allison Janney) and Christy
(Anna Faris) on a road trip to deliver their AA friend, Regina, to serve her
jail term.

279

Jane Krakowski
as Dr. Donna Duncan
Modern Family

Under Pressure
The high school open house puts the parents in a bit of a time warp when
Claire finds herself stressed out by all the pressure, Gloria encounters a
"mean girl" mom, and Jay teaches Phil how to play a little hooky.
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280

Mila Kunis
as Vivian
Two And A Half Men

Lan Mao Shi Zai Wuding Shang
Walden reconnects with Kate and is sure she's "The One." Until he meets
Vivian (Mila Kunis) and becomes convinced that she's "The One."
Meanwhile, Alan and Gretchen grow closer.

281

Amy Landecker
as Louie's Mother
Louie

In The Woods, Part 2
Louie's mom struggles with motherhood.

282

k.d. lang
as Herself
Portlandia

Getting Away
Feminist bookstore owners, Toni and Candace, lead a women’s retreat to
New Beavertown, Oregon. k.d. lang enjoys the male-free endeavor until
their bus driver, Kim (Jason Sudeikis), brings too much testosterone to the
trip and threatens to destroy the spirit of her Moon Weekend.

283

Louise Lasser
as Bedelia "Beadie" Sharpsworth
Girls

Two Plane Rides
Bedelia “Beadie” Sharpsworth is a photographer and painter of some
renown. Her opinionated and brusque nature leads her to foster an
instant connection with Jessa, whom she hires as an assistant. She may
be in a wheelchair, but it doesn’t slow her down.
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284

Cloris Leachman
as Shirley
Kirstie

Little Bummer Boy
Hoping to lift Arlo's spirits, Maddie, Thelma and Frank decide to finally
celebrate Christmas for once. Buoyed by the sudden holiday cheer, Arlo
surprises Maddie with an unwelcome gift: her estranged mother (Cloris
Leachman).

285

Vicki Lewis
as Carla (Agent)
Doll & Em

Episode 3
Carla (Vicki Lewis), a casting agent, comes to see Em to tell her about an
audition. Doll embarrasses Em in front of her agent by asking for wages.

286

Susan Lucci
as Herself
Hot in Cleveland

The Undead
Elka (Betty White) throws a fake funeral for Victoria so she can join her
husband in hiding. Her nemesis, Susan Lucci, attends.

287

Patti LuPone
as Herself
Girls

I Saw You
A legend of stage and screen, Patti LuPone comes into Hannah’s orbit
when she serves as the subject of an advertorial interview Hannah
conducts for a bone density drug. While proving less than helpful with the
interview, Patti shines a light on some looming difficulties in Hannah’s
relationship with Adam.
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288

Natasha Lyonne
as Nicky Nichols
Orange Is The New Black

WAC Pack
Natasha Lyonne portrays Nicky Nichols, an inmate and former junkie at
Litchfield Penitentiary. She has a poor relationship with her mother, who
often neglected her throughout her childhood and early adulthood. Nicky
has become close with Red, who serves as a mother-figure for her in
prison.

289

Shirley MacLaine
as June Dolloway
Glee

The Back-Up Plan
June Dolloway, a famous New York socialite, takes Blaine under her wing
as her new project.

290

Taryn Manning
as Tiffany "Pennsatucky" Doggett
Orange Is The New Black

Can't Fix Crazy
Taryn Manning plays Tiffany “Pennsatucky” Doggett, an inmate at
Litchfield Penitentiary and the series’ primary antagonist. Doggett
threatens Piper multiple times, leaving her death-threatening notes and
confronting her in the shower. During the prison holiday pageant, Doggett
follows Piper outside, where Piper reaches her breaking point and beats
Doggett.
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291

Penny Marshall
as Sylvia
Sam & Cat

Salmon Cat
Penny Marshall plays Sylvia, a tough-as-nails, old-school producer who
co-created a children’s television program in the seventies called “Salmon
Cat." Sam and Cat approach Sylvia and her former partner, whom she
doesn’t speak to anymore, to get permission to keep using their names
for their babysitting service.

292

Tatiana Maslany
as Nadia
Parks and Recreation

Gin It Up!
Nadia (Tatiana Maslany), a doctor setting up free vaccinations in a park,
instantly becomes the object of Tom’s awkward affection. He throws tons
of charm and game at her, but she doesn’t fall for it. She eventually
agrees to a date when the true, kind, sweet Tom shows his face.

293

Melissa McCarthy
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Melissa McCarthy
In her monologue, Melissa and Bobby Moynihan square off in a martial
arts battle on a high wire. Parodies include a Super Bowl Halftime
Broadway-esque show; Melissa as a threatening Congresswoman and a
woman determined to avenge the death of her father.

294

Mary Tyler Moore
as Diane
Hot in Cleveland

Love Is All Around
Elka (Betty White) and Mamie (Georgia Engel) reunite their bowling team:
Diane (Mary Tyler Moore), Peg (Cloris Leachman), and Angie (Valerie
Harper). Joy, Victoria and Melanie date a professor (George Hamilton),
director and surgeon.
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295

Megan Mullally
as Cricket
Trophy Wife

The Wedding, Part 2
When Kate gets married, her crazy mother, Cricket, blows into town,
adding complications to an already stressful day.

296

Cynthia Nixon
as Senator Carly Armiston
Alpha House

Prayer Brunch
Carly’s attempt to extend her hand across the aisle is foiled when she
rebuffs a sidebar from Robert and endures a ‘prayer’ laced with
right-wing conservative rhetoric. In response, she offers a prayer in which
she claims the New Testament for Liberals and bequeaths the Old
Testament to her counterparts.

297

Gwyneth Paltrow
as Holly Holiday
Glee

New Directions
Holly Holiday returns to McKinley High School to help save the Glee Club.

298

Ursula Parker
as Jane
Louie

Elevator, Part 2
Jane gets in trouble in school.
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299

Suzie Plakson
as Judy Eriksen
How I Met Your Mother

The Locket
Judy posts an online picture of Marshall that reveals his decision to
become a judge. When he tries to talk her through the process of taking it
down before Lily sees it, Judy gets hilariously confounded by the
technology.

300

Amy Poehler
as Sheryl
Broad City

The Last Supper
Abbi and Ilana go to a fancy dinner for Abbi's birthday. The girls believe
that all of the servers are extremely classy. Little do they know, Sheryl
(Poehler) and her boyfriend are getting in screaming matches in the
kitchen, the entire night.

301

Tracy Pollan
as Kelly
The Michael J. Fox Show

Neighbor
At Annie's request, Mike confronts a noisy (and attractive) upstairs
neighbor (guest star Tracy Pollan), who seems to develop a bit of a crush
on him. Though Annie thinks it's cute, Mike refuses to admit he enjoys
the added attention.

302

Missi Pyle
as Sabrina
The Exes

Trading Places
Holly and Haskell compete for the affections of a woman whom they both
want to be a girlfriend. Stuart dates a sensitive woman (Missi Pyle) and
Phil dates a physical one when they discover that first impressions aren't
always right.
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303

Mary Lynn Rajskub
as Bebe
2 Broke Girls

And The Life After Death
Caroline attends her former nanny’s funeral, thinking the family will be
honored; she quickly learns, however, that they have no idea who she is.
Bebe (guest star Mary Lynn Rajskub), Caroline’s coworker at the pastry
school, leaves her “safe zone” to drive the girls to the funeral.

304

Leah Remini
as Nicki Falcone
The Exes

Nothing In Common
Stuart’s sister, Nicki (Leah Remini), shows up with some shocking news
about her marriage. Phil and Eden consider bringing a guest into the
bedroom.

305

Romy Rosemont
as Carole Hudson
Glee

The Quarterback
Carole Hudson mourns the loss of her son Finn.

306

Maya Rudolph
as Anita
Portlandia

Bahama Knights
When Peter reunites with his old band, The Bahama Knights, led by his
affectionate ex-wife Anita (Maya Rudolph), his devoted wife Nance
struggles to keep their long distance relationship intact.
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307

Susan Sarandon
as J.C. Small
Mike & Molly

Who’s Afraid of J.C. Small?
After Mike and Carl arrest Molly’s literary hero, J.C. Small (Susan
Sarandon), for a DUI, Molly must step in and clean up the pieces.

308

Amy Sedaris
as Pam
Broad City

Apartment Hunters
Bevers finally pushes Abbi to the breaking point. She is ready to move out.
She enlists the help of Pam (Sedaris), a quirky NYC realtor, to help her in
her search.

309

Amy Sedaris
as Louise Laffer
Alpha House

Prayer Brunch
Louise happily accents the prayer brunch with candid photos, knitted
coasters and a touching prayer of gratitude for Louis’s safe return.

310

Chloë Sevigny
as Chloë
Doll & Em

Episode 4
Chloë Sevigny is Emily’s co-star on the film. Being kind to everyone, she
tries to help Doll, Em’s best friend turned disgruntled assistant, who takes
advantage of Em after injuring her foot.
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311

Molly Shannon
as Phyllis Marmatan
Getting On

Dumped
Phyllis comes to her mother’s rescue to advocate for better pain
medication. She’s sent whirling after being told her mother isn’t just “in
rehab,” she’s dying. Phyllis spends increasingly more time in the weeks
leading to her mother’s death, and eventually even feels at home in the
ward.

312

Molly Shannon
as Maxine
Raising Hope

Extreme Howdy's Makeover
Howdy's gets business innovator Maxine as its new owner, and all
employees must come up with a big idea to change the store.

313

Molly Shannon
as Jane Spencer
Super Fun Night

The Love Lioness
Kimmie and the gang decide to attend a seminar by Jane Spencer aka
"The Love Lioness,” a relationship guru who likens finding men to hunting
prey in the wild. The ladies try her theories out at a hotel bar.

314

Brooke Shields
as Rita Glossner
The Middle

The Wind Chimes
Frankie pleads with neighborhood nemesis Rita Glossner (Brooke Shields)
to take down her annoying wind chimes, while Sue informs the family that
she and Darrin are dating again.
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315

Jenny Slate
as Sarah
House of Lies

Brinkmanship
Sarah, at peak hormone levels, joins a reticent Doug in Chicago, ensuring
them a better chance of getting pregnant. While touring an art gallery
with Doug and his associate Caitlyn, Sarah notices that Doug likes Caitlyn.
While flying home, Sarah gives Doug an ultimatum about their marriage.

316

Jean Smart
as Nora Farrell
Sirens

Shotgun Wedding
When Johnny (Michael Mosley) proses marriage to Theresa (Jessica
McNamee) to keep her in Chicago, they must overcome a series of
catastrophes and mishaps to get to the altar. This includes Johnny’s
parents (Jean Smart and Lenny Clarke) holding up the ceremony given
their past issues.

317

Phyllis Smith
as Mrs. Greta Steinberg
Trophy Wife

The Tryst
As a teacher attending the 80s fundraiser at school, Diane asks Mrs. Greta
Steinberg to introduce her when Pete goes missing. With Pete and Kate
spicing things up in the janitor's closet, Mrs. Greta Steinberg reluctantly
obliges to introduce Diane with an unsettling outcome.

318

Mira Sorvino
as Betsy Brannigan
Psych

A Touch Of Sweevil
Lassiter has hired a new head detective named Betsy Brannigan
(Sorvino). Her credentials are impressive, but Lassiter is still upset the
mayor wouldn’t let him hire Juliet, his first choice.
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319

Octavia Spencer
as Regina
Mom

Jail Jail and Japanese Porn
Regina is facing jail time and turns to Christy, and ultimately Bonnie, to be
a character witness during her trial.

320

June Squibb
as Flo Doring
Girls

Flo
Flo is Hannah’s maternal grandmother. A mother of three daughters, Flo’s
health has taken a turn for the worse, as a broken femur and a case of
pneumonia have landed her in the hospital. As her condition fluctuates,
her children and grandchildren flock to her bedside.

321

June Squibb
as Varla Pounder
Getting On

If You're Going To San Francisco
Varla is a very difficult patient who bats around expletives and slurs and
constantly wanders away from her bed to make trouble. She finds an
unlikely companion in Nurse Didi, who later sympathizes when she
discovers Varla is an un-medicated manic-depressive.

322

June Squibb
as Maggie Banks
Glee

Old Dog, New Tricks
Rachel attempts to salvage her reputation among Broadway gossipers by
hiring Santana as her publicist and creating a charity for rescue animals.
Meanwhile, Kurt nabs the lead role in a retirement home production of
Peter Pan.
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323

Kellee Stewart
as Kim Taylor
The Soul Man

Revelations
Boyce slips back into his old habits when he returns to the studio to record
a new song. Lolli and Barton step in to keep things running smoothly at
the church. Stamps and Kim (Kellee Stewart) are conflicted about
revealing their relationship.

324

Yvonne Strahovski
as Blake
Louie

Model
Blake meets Louie.

325

Wanda Sykes
as Herself
Real Husbands Of Hollywood

Fund Raising Hell/Hell Of A Fundraiser
The season 2 opener finds Kevin basking in a new home, only to have it
taken over by Wanda Sykes to host her kids' charity fundraiser.

326

Wanda Sykes
as Senator Rosalyn DuPeche
Alpha House

Prayer Brunch
Rosalyn organizes a prayer brunch to celebrate Louis' homecoming from
the hospital, but the Senators and their fellow Democrats find it difficult to
set aside their differences. Aaron and Tammy's relationship continues to
grow, and Lola has a surprise in store for James.
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327

Courtney Thorne Smith
as Lyndsey Mackelroy
Two And A Half Men

Oh, WALD-E, Good Times Ahead
Lyndsey goes insane after Alan destroys her wedding to Larry and
proposes to his new girlfriend, Larry's sister.

328

Jennifer Tilly
as Darlene
Modern Family

Three Dinners
Jennifer plays Darlene, the wife of Jay's best friend, Shorty. Darlene and
Shorty are moving to Costa Rica.

329

Kerry Washington
as Host
Saturday Night Live

Host: Kerry Washington
For the opening sketch, Kerry does several impersonations, including
Michelle Obama and Oprah Winfrey to acknowledge SNL does not have a
black female cast member as yet. Kerry and Jay Pharoah parody the song,
"What Does The Fox Say" as a couple referencing their relationship.

330

Susan Kelechi Watson
as Janet
Louie

Elevator, Part 4
Janet goes to therapy with Louie.
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331

Celia Weston
as Barb Tucker
Modern Family

The Wedding, Part 2
After Barb's husband, Merle, speaks with Jay about Gloria and how
wonderful his life is with her, Merle decides he too can do better and asks
for a divorce. Reeling from the news, Barb finds Jay's flask and decides
to get rip roaring drunk.

332

Julie White
as Antoinette Mills
Nurse Jackie

Sidecars And Spermicide
Antoinette meets Jackie for dinner, and they decide to enter rehab
together. First they must get loaded, so Antoinette drinks after ten years
of sobriety, and Jackie pops her pills. But it’s one big ruse when Antoinette
discovers that Jackie planned to admit her solo all along.

333

Cindy Williams
as Janice
Sam & Cat

Salmon Cat
Cindy Williams plays Janice, a sports memorabilia enthusiast, who
co-created a children’s television program in the seventies called “Salmon
Cat." Sam and Cat approach Janice and her former partner, whom she
doesn’t speak to anymore, to get permission to keep using their names
for their babysitting service.

334

Kimberly Williams-Paisley
as Gretchen
Two And A Half Men

How To Get Rid Of Alan Harper
Gretchen is Larry's younger sister, who recently moved to California.
When Alan meets her, he instantly falls in love, knowing he has found his
soulmate. She's sweet, silly and cheap - basically a female version of
Alan.
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335

Jane Alexander
as Dianne Fowler
The Blacklist

Thy Cyprus Agency
Red's pursuit of the FBI mole identifies a surprisingly new suspect. Even
more shocking is the final resolution, as Liz heads up an investigation that
exposes an adoption agency's shocking secret.

336

Khandi Alexander
as Maya Pope
Scandal

YOLO
After 22 years of believing her mother, Maya, was dead, Olivia finds out
that she is very much alive.

337

Debbie Allen
as Dr. Catherine Avery
Grey's Anatomy

We Gotta Get Out Of This Place
Catherine Avery is in the house! She's not thrilled about her son and his
new bride. She views the marriage as a threat to the Avery Foundation's
interests and offers her daughter-in-law a post-nuptial agreement.

338

Lauren Ambrose
as Vanessa Mayer
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Surrender Benson
After successfully defending psychopathic rapist and murderer William
Lewis by forcing a mistrial, Counselor Vanessa Mayer is shocked when he
breaks into her parents' house, kills her father and rapes her mother. She
must help the SVU squad find him before he kills again.
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339

Gillian Anderson
as Dr. Bedelia Du Maurier
Hannibal

Sakizuki
Hannibal Lecter’s psychiatrist, Bedelia Du Maurier, questions his past
motives and actions and ends their doctor/patient relationship. Fearing for
her own safety, she secretly flees town, but not before making a surprise
visit to Will Graham at the asylum, giving him hope that someone believes
him.

340

Shiri Appleby
as Ensign Amelia Albers
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Military Justice
Shiri Appleby plays Amelia Albers, a Coast Guard ensign who is sexually
assaulted. When SVU detectives investigate, they are stonewalled by
Amelia's superior officers, so Amelia risks her military standing, admitting
her superior officers raped her. Amelia must then face her attackers in a
justice system stacked against her.

341

Patricia Arquette
as Sally Wheet
Boardwalk Empire

The North Star
Sally Wheet, a brash Speakeasy owner in Tampa, forms a business
relationship, as well as a bond, with Nucky Thompson, running Cuban rum
up to Atlantic City. Over the course of the season, their monetary and
emotional relationship grows, as they make plans for a future together.
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342

Rosanna Arquette
as Linda
Ray Donovan

Bridget
After befriending Mickey at a spa, Linda goes to his apartment. Linda
flirts with Mickey, who asks her for oral sex. She jokes about “putting a
gun to my head,” and he thinks that’s what she really wants. Mickey puts
a gun to Linda’s head and she leaves, completely humiliated.

343

Annaleigh Ashford
as Betty DiMello
Masters of Sex

Pilot
Betty allows Masters to observe her through a key hole while she has sex
with her clients. Later, they discuss why women fake orgasms, and she
suggests that he hire a female assistant to better understand sex. Betty
agrees to be Masters’ first human subject in his sexuality study.

344

Talia Balsam
as Mona Sterling
Mad Men

The Monolith
Mona seeks Roger’s help when she learns their daughter, Margaret, has
abandoned her husband and child to live in a hippie commune in upstate
NY. After a failed attempt to talk sense into Margaret by their son in law,
Mona and Roger attempt to bring their daughter home together.

345

Adrienne Barbeau
as Cissy Howard
Criminal Minds

Blood Relations
At age 16, Cissy Howard slept with her brother and bore his child. Now
that deformed son she abandoned has returned to kill her and her family.
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346

Nazanin Boniadi
as Fara Sherazi
Homeland

A Red Wheelbarrow
Fara goes home to care for her father, who thinks she works for an
investment bank. The Inspector General questions her about her work
absence and her visit to the Javadi crime scene. Fara's father becomes
angry when he learns the truth, questioning the safety of their relatives in
Iran.

347

Nazanin Boniadi
as Adnan Salif
Scandal

Mama Said Knock You Out
The Grant children prepare for a live sit down television interview with
Fitz and Mellie at the White House. Meanwhile, Adnan looks to Harrison
for help and Rowan warns Olivia to stop investigating B613.

348

Alison Brie
as Trudy Campbell
Mad Men

The Strategy
Trudy returns home from an evening out to find an angry Pete waiting for
her. After Pete accuses her of immoral behavior for being on a date while
they're still married, Trudy reminds him they are getting a divorce and
hurtfully says he is no longer part of the family.

349

Saffron Burrows
as Agent Victoria Hand
Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn
Coulson and his team find themselves without anyone they can trust, only
to discover that they are trapped with a traitor in their midst.
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350

Kate Burton
as Sally Langston
Scandal

A Door Marked Exit
In a fit of rage, Sally murders her husband, Daniel Douglass, in order to
prevent him from going public about their marriage, his love affairs and
sexual identity. Cyrus comes to her rescue and "fixes" her mess.

351

Neve Campbell
as Lee Cabot
Mad Men

Time Zones
Recently widowed Lee Cabot has a chance encounter with Don Draper on
a flight to New York. While the two discuss their lives and relationships,
it’s clear there's an attraction and Don must choose to stay true to Megan
or take Lee up on her offer for a "ride home."

352

Caitlin Carmichael
as Ellie Mitchell
Chosen

Protect Your Own
Ellie Mitchell is on the run with her parents from 'The Watchers' when the
hunter finds them and threatens her family in order to save his own.

353

Aimee Carrero
as Lucia
The Americans

Behind The Red Door
Lucia, a young, impetuous Sandinista spy, is tasked with breaking into
Capitol Hill. Under Elizabeth's instruction, she seduces and is later forced
to murder her mark, a congressional aide whom she has developed real
feelings for.
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354

Veronica Cartwright
as Helen Edgerton
Resurrection

Home
After finding out Rachael is pregnant with Pastor Tom’s baby, Helen
reveals this secret during a church meeting causing a mass exodus of the
congregation.

355

Anna Chlumsky
as Miriam Lass
Hannibal

Yakimono
When Jack Crawford’s star pupil Miriam Lass is found alive, she becomes
the FBI’s best hope to identifying the Chesapeake Ripper, but her foggy
memory complicates the search. After Will Graham and Miriam compare
notes, Jack’s suspicions of Hannibal grow, but he wonders if Miriam’s
memory can be trusted.

356

Frances Conroy
as Blythe Ballard
Royal Pains

Hank Watch
Evan is preoccupied with the prospect of scoring a big retainer client,
Blythe Ballard. Blythe, a scion of the old Hamptons, brought into Hank's
care after a hard fall, is impressed by HankMed, and shows curious
interest in how it's run.

357

Alexandra Daddario
as Lisa Tragnetti
True Detective

The Locked Room
Alexandra Daddario plays Lisa Tragnetti. She is a court reporter who is
having an affair with Detective Rust Cohle, proving that even good guys
have their secrets. Fueled by feelings that he’s using her, she flaunts a
relationship with another man in Rust's face, which leads to a
confrontation.
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358

Felicia Day
as Charlie Bradbury
Supernatural

Slumber Party
Recurring guest star Felicia Day returns as hacker/hunter Charlie
Bradbury to help Sam and Dean with an ancient computer...and Dorothy
from Oz.

359

Drea de Matteo
as Wendy Crowe
Sons Of Anarchy

The Mad King
Wendy (Drea de Matteo) and Tara have a heated conversation about the
care of their sons. Tara wants Wendy to help her deceive Gemma with
getting the boys out of Charming. Wendy is hesitant as she knows Gemma
and the club will come after her but ultimately agrees.

360

Ann Dowd
as Betty Childress
True Detective

Form And Void
Detectives Marty Hart and Rust Cohle continue their search for the man
with the scarred face, and their investigation leads to the Childress family.
Betty Childress chooses to protect Errol (her half-brother and lover) when
Hart and Cohle arrive at the family's home.

361

Jennifer Ehle
as Madeline Pratt
The Blacklist

Pilot
Red reveals that a woman from his past, Madeline Pratt, is the next target
on the Blacklist. Liz helps Tom come to terms about their impending
adoption. Elsewhere, at an elaborate party at the Syrian Embassy, Red
convinces Liz to pull off a covert heist.
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362

Michelle Fairley
as Ava Hessington
Suits

Conflict Of Interest
Harvey’s (Gabriel Macht) defense of Ava (guest star Michelle Fairley) hits
a roadblock when the interests of her murder trial are at odds with Louis’
(Rick Hoffman) work to thwart a hostile takeover of Hessington Oil by a
rival businessman.

363

Rebecca Field
as Sabine McNeil
Grey's Anatomy

Change Of Heart
Faced with the difficult task of choosing which one of their children should
receive a donor heart, the McNeils put their trust in Dr. Yang asking her to
make the decision. Unfortunately, one child dies and Yang must deliver
the sad news.

364

Jane Fonda
as Leona Lansing
The Newsroom

Red Team III
Will, Charlie, and Mac call a midnight meeting with Leona to submit their
resignations. Leona, who’s been whisked away from a glitzy fundraiser
(and is possibly stoned), surprisingly jumps to the defense of her News
Night team, telling them in a tour-de-force speech how proud they make
her.

365

Mary Pat Gleason
as Marion Reader
Motive

Framed
Marion Reader lives with her grown son, is strapped financially and is
caught in a dead end job. Her hobby is painting her cat Mathias into
existing oil paintings. When Marion sells one of her paintings, a
masterpiece is revealed and murder ensues.
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366

Emma Greenwell
as Ellie Porter
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Spring Awakening
Emma Greenwell portrays Ellie Porter, a drug-addicted scam artist who
has been pimped since she was sixteen. After learning that the infant she
lost track of is in the possession of ACS, she takes any measure possible
to clean herself up, even if it puts her in a perilous position.

367

Marcia Gay Harden
as Rebecca Halliday
The Newsroom

Election Night, Part I
On election night, Rebecca counsels Will and Charlie not to resign and to
do the right thing - fight the lawsuit; Rebecca advises Don on a separate
case Jerry plans to bring against him for calling Jerry a sociopath.

368

Rachael Harris
as Sheila Sazs
Suits

Heartburn
After Louis (Rick Hoffman) suffers a heart attack in court, he is forced to
examine his priorities in life – namely taking his relationship with Sheila
(Rachael Harris) to the next level and starting a family one day. The
couple soon realizes that their relationship is at a crossroads.

369

Jordan Hayes
as Dr. Sarah Jordan
Helix

Fushigi
Jordan discovers the secret of Walker’s DNA, but a seizure renders her
unconscious. She lies near death as Alan and Walker consider drastic
measures to save her.
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370

Jessica Hecht
as Gretchen Schwartz
Breaking Bad

Felina
Gretchen and Elliott arrive home to find Walter in their living room.
Gretchen screams and Elliott protects his wife. Walt orders them to use
his money to set up a trust for his son. To ensure compliance, he
threatens them with two “hit men” and they agree to Walt’s plan.

371

Allison Janney
as Margaret Scully
Masters of Sex

Brave New World
During Margaret’s interview with Masters and Johnson, she admits that
she’s never had an orgasm and is rejected as a participant in their study,
which completely devastates her. Later, she runs into Dr. Langham at the
movies and finds herself, for the first time, swept up in desire and
passion.

372

Heather Kafka
as Holly Whitish
Longmire

Carcasses
Holly Whitish, the local "carcass lady" who makes a living by picking up
and composting dead animals, makes a gruesome discovery: a dead
man's hand reaching out of her compost pile. As Sheriff Longmire
investigates, he uncovers the dead man's dark past and Holly's hidden
role in it.
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373

Lisa Kudrow
as Josephine Marcus
Scandal

Icarus
Olivia must make a very important decision that will affect all of her
relationships in the White House, and Harrison’s allegiance to the
Gladiators is tested. Meanwhile, the team continues to prep Josie Marcus
while Cyrus and Mellie plot against her.

374

Sharon Lawrence
as Hope Martin
Rizzoli & Isles

Dance With The Devil
The first day of Paddy’s murder trial, Maura gains insight into her father
from Hope. Korsak opens up about Cavanaugh’s tragic past. And in an
unexpected twist, Maura must decide which side she’s on when she and
Jane unravel a shocking secret about Paddy and Hope that affects them
all.

375

Robinne Lee
as Avery Daniels
Being Mary Jane

Girls' Night In
Avery's life crumbles when she learns her husband is having an affair with
Mary Jane.

376

Catherine Lemieux
as Dr. Doreen Boyle
Helix

274
Doreen discovers that Hatake’s wiped her lab clean of any trace of her
earlier experiments, so Balleseros takes her to get a sample from the
frozen monkeys outside the base. He tells her to keep it secret.
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377

Judith Light
as Judith Ryland
Dallas

Venomous Creatures
Mother of Ann's ex-husband who is blackmailing Ann and forcing her to
reveal shocking secrets from her past.

378

Shirley MacLaine
as Martha Levinson
Downton Abbey

Episode 8
Lady Rose meets the Prince of Wales and faces a dilemma. Trouble also
plagues Cora’s mother and brother, Edith, and almost everyone else at
Downton Abbey.

379

Rebecca Mader
as Wicked Witch of the West/Zelena
Once Upon A Time

It's Not Easy Being Green
Back in the past in the land of Oz, a jealous Zelena asks the Wizard to
send her to Fairy Tale Land after discovering that she has a sister,
Regina, and that Rumplestiltskin is training her to become a powerful
force to be reckoned with.

380

Virginia Madsen
as Penelope Gardiner
Witches Of East End

Oh, What a World!
Penelope's (Virginia Madsen) plans for the Beauchamps finally begin to
fall into place.
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381

Kate Mara
as Zoe Barnes
House of Cards

Chapter 14
Kate Mara portrays Zoe Barnes, a journalist based in Washington, D.C.
Zoe tries to uncover the truth behind the death of Representative Peter
Russo, but begins to doubt her own suspicions of Francis Underwood’s
involvement. She meets him to start fresh, but instead is murdered by
Francis.

382

Margo Martindale
as Claudia
The Americans

Behind The Red Door
A dangerous Naval officer becomes the key to Philip and Elizabeth's
mission as well as a potential threat to their family's safety. Lucia, a
Sandinista intelligence officer working with the Jennings, is tasked with
getting Elizabeth access to Capitol Hill. Meanwhile, Claudia reveals a
deep, dark secret from her past.

383

Alma Martinez
as Graciela Rivera
The Bridge

Destino
Drug/Human Trafficker Graciela Rivera (Alma Martinez), agrees to let Ray
(Brian Van Holt) illegally transport guns through an underground tunnel
that runs between the U.S. - Mexico only if he accepts her unusual
method for closing a deal.

384

AnnaLynne McCord
as Heather
Dallas

D.T.R.
A ranch hand at Southfork who starts dating Christopher Ewing.
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385

Amy Morton
as Sergeant Trudy Platt
Chicago P.D.

Turn The Light Off
Desk Sergeant Trudy Platt recruits Officer Adam Ruzek to play her fiancé
on a dinner date to impress her father. Subsequently, Ruzek questions
Platt's sexual orientation leading to an uncomfortable car ride home.

386

Kathleen Munroe
as Rachael Braidwood
Resurrection

Schemes From The Devil
With the help of Bellamy and Sheriff Fred, Tom leads the charge in the
search for Rachael, but her situation becomes increasingly dire as her
captors grow more desperate.

387

Ruth Negga
as Raina
Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

The Magical Place
Raina helps Coulson uncover vital information about the mystery of his
death, but, with Centipede out for blood, this knowledge may come at the
cost of one of the team.

388

Julianne Nicholson
as Dr. Lillian DePaul
Masters of Sex

Phallic Victories
Dr. DePaul travels with Virginia to a medical conference, but they arrive
too late. Virginia locates the attending doctors’ wives and Dr. DePaul
discusses pap smears with them. Upon their return, Dr. DePaul reveals
that she has stage 4 cervical cancer and wants Virginia to carry on the
cause.
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389

Alyshia Ochse
as Lucy
True Detective

Seeing Things
Lucy, an opportunistic victim of circumstance, helps to show that Det. Rust
Cohle has more demons in him than originally thought. She helps start
him down the path and toward his obsession of solving this mystery.

390

Gail O'Grady
as Anne Brand
Major Crimes

Boys Will Be Boys
When a child with gender dysphoria goes missing, the Major Crimes
division scrambles to solve the emotional case before it's too late.

391

Hettienne Park
as Beverly Katz
Hannibal

Takiawase
Beverly Katz suspects Hannibal Lecter is the killer. Against Will Graham's
advice, and alone, Katz breaks into Hannibal's home and comes face to
face with the killer. She fires her gun.

392

Adina Porter
as Lettie Mae Thornton
True Blood

Radioactive
Neglectful mom and recovering addict, Lettie Mae, apologizes to her
daughter for a lifetime of abandonment and abuse. Acknowledging years
of horrible treatment, Lettie Mae explains her emotional trials and begs
forgiveness. To make amends and heal the damaged relationship, Lettie
Mae offers her blood to save her daughter’s life.
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393

CCH Pounder
as Tyne Patterson
Sons Of Anarchy

A Mother's Work
D.A. Tyne Patterson (CCH Pounder) approaches Jax about her concern for
Tara’s safety after offering her a deal to give up the club. The D.A. asks
Jax if he struggles between being a good man over being MC president.
She says protecting his family should be the most important thing.

394

Carrie Preston
as Elsbeth Tascioni
The Good Wife

A Few Words
Will, still being pursued by Nelson Dubeck from the Office of Public
Integrity over possible voter fraud, decides to retain Elsbeth Tascioni
(Preston) to represent him against the investigation and a forthcoming
grand jury hearing.

395

Lindsay Pulsipher
as Kendra Murphy
Perception

Wounded
Donnie tries to help a war hero suffering from a neurological disorder, but
what starts out as a good deed ends up having major implications.
Meanwhile, Pierce gets an unexpected surprise when a fling from his past
shows up.

396

Charlotte Rampling
as Evelyn Vogel
Dexter

Every Silver Lining
Dr. Vogel shows Dexter an old video of Harry asking her to help him deal
with Dexter's unusual fascinations as a child. She tells him that she helped
Harry create who he is today. She asks Dexter to hunt down the Brain
Surgeon Killer, possibly a former patient of hers.
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397

Diana Rigg
as Lady Olenna Tyrell
Game Of Thrones

The Lion And The Rose
Olenna continues to manipulate behind the scenes at King’s Landing to
secure her grandaughter Margaery’s position beside the Throne. No
matter what, Olenna is always one step ahead, educating Margaery in the
art of vicious diplomacy to expedite her end game: the Tyrells' place in
the royal lineage.

398

Amanda Righetti
as Dr. Holly Thelan
Chicago P.D.

8:30 pm
During the aftermath of a bomb explosion at Chicago Medical, Holly
Thelan’s 9-year-old half-sister is fatally injured and chooses to donate her
organs to save the life of another girl.

399

Amanda Righetti
as Dr. Holly Thelan
Chicago Fire

A Dark Day
During a charity event at Chicago Medical, a bomb explodes destroying a
wing of the hospital. Holly, a doctor at Chicago Medical, assists other first
responders on the scene. But when her younger half-sister is injured in
the blast, Holly must find a way to save her.

400

Doris Roberts
as Vera Walker
Major Crimes

There's No Place Like Home
Provenza faces possible permanent desk duty while the squad investigates
the suspicious death of a loathsome ICE agent which brings them into
contact with the residents of an ancient apartment complex nicknamed La
Shangri-la.
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401

Marion Ross
as Pauline Allen
Major Crimes

There's No Place Like Home
Provenza faces possible permanent desk duty while the squad investigates
the suspicious death of a loathsome ICE agent which brings them into
contact with the residents of an ancient apartment complex nicknamed La
Shangri-la.

402

Jeri Ryan
as Constance Sutton
Helix

Bloodline
Ilaria Corporation COO Constance Sutton holds Dr. Walker prisoner after
her true relationship with Dr. Hatake is revealed, and the vectors launch
an attack and snatch Peter’s body.

403

Jeri Ryan
as Linda Rothman
Major Crimes

Return To Sender, Part 2
Rusty faces his biggest challenge yet when he bravely takes the stand
against Phillip Stroh. Complicating the case further, the team goes head
to head with Linda Rothman (guest star Jeri Ryan) a tough, powerful
attorney who doesn't let morals stand in her way of winning a case.

404

Amy Seimetz
as Lena Olson
Law and Order: Special Victims Unit

Rapist Anonymous
Detective Amanda Rollins helps her friend, Lena Olson, press charges
against her lover when she accuses him of rape. But Lena's history with
the suspect and her proclivity for rough sex makes the he-said she-said
investigation too difficult to pursue.
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405

Jane Seymour
as Colleen Bash
Franklin & Bash

Good Lovin'
When Peter’s mother (guest star Jane Seymour) is arrested on
prostitution charges, it’s up to the boys to prove her methods are purely
therapeutic.

406

Amy Smart
as Alison Brander
Justified

Kill The Messenger
Social worker Alison (Amy Smart) visits Kendal Crowe at home for a
state-issued visit. Wendy confronts her about her relationship with Raylan
which she tries to deny. Danny Crowe intimidates her as she walks out
and ends up running her off the road. She is okay but dazed.

407

Brooke Smith
as Frances
Ray Donovan

Bridget
Frances reveals to Terry that she's in an abusive relationship, so Terry
and his brothers go to her house and beat up Frances' husband. Frances
explains to Terry why she can’t leave her family (she can’t leave her son),
but Terry doesn’t accept it, and he breaks up with her.

408

Abigail Spencer
as Dana "Scottie" Scott
Suits

Moot Point
Harvey (Gabriel Macht) and Jessica (Gina Torres) try not to get caught in
the crossfire of a battle that erupts between Louis (Rick Hoffman) and
Scottie (guest star Abigail Spencer). The two are in a feud after Scottie
uses the firm's bylaws to her advantage.
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409

Mary Steenburgen
as Katherine Hale
Justified

The Toll
Wynn Duffy asks the wife of his former mentor, Katherine Hale (Mary
Steenburgen), to help him in a meeting regarding Boyd’s lost heroin
shipment. U.S. Marshals bust in during the meeting and arrest them.
Katherine has a heated confrontation with D.A. Vasquez, who prosecuted
her late husband.

410

Cynthia Stevenson
as Mary Nesbitt
Scandal

Mrs. Smith Goes To Washington
Cynthia Stevenson guest leads as Mary Nesbitt, a desperate mother who
takes Olivia Pope and members of Congress hostage with a homemade
bomb in order to find out the truth about why her son was killed by the
FBI.

411

Yvonne Strahovski
as Hannah McKay
Dexter

Are We There Yet?
Hannah, with Dexter’s help, is once again on the run after she kills her
husband. Hannah and Dexter prepare for her to leave the country, but
first look for Zach whom they believe killed Dexter’s neighbor. The
connection between Hannah and Dexter is still present and cannot be
denied.
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412

Gina Torres
as Bella Crawford
Hannibal

Takiawase
Work on the Chesapeake Ripper case is heating up, but Jack has more
pressing issues - Bella’s cancer has progressed and she attempts to kill
herself with an overdose. When saved by Hannibal, Bella can't help but
feel betrayed.

413

Karine Vanasse
as Margaux LeMarchal
Revenge

Revolution
Margaux learns her father, Pascal, has been killed.

414

Alexa Vega
as Hillary Cole
The Tomorrow People

Superhero
Stephen is still walking a fine line with his Ultra partner, Hillary (Alexa
Vega), who continues to be suspicious of his loyalties. When the
Tomorrow People and Ultra learn that there is a new breakout doing good
for humans, they both want her on their side.

415

Dana Wheeler-Nicholson
as Beverly O'Connor
Nashville

Crazy
Beverly, Scarlett’s big, brassy mother, shows up unannounced to see
Scarlett perform on tour. Her backhanded compliments quickly evolve into
an attention-grabbing performance with Scarlett’s band and ultimately an
ugly confrontation between mother and daughter. Flashbacks to Beverly’s
abuse highlight the complicated relationship that leads to Scarlett’s
meltdown on stage.
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416

Dianne Wiest
as Ruth Kipling
The Blacklist

The Judge
When a prominent prosecutor is found after being missing for 12 years,
Red believes that this is the work of Ruth Kipling also known as “The
Judge.” Meanwhile, Red investigates the woman who tempts Tom while in
Orlando at a teacher’s conference.

417

Alicia Witt
as Wendy Crowe
Justified

Restitution
When Raylan proves to Wendy that her brother Darryl is willing to let her
son go to prison for an attempted murder he himself committed, Wendy
takes justice into her own hands to get the confession she needs to set
her son free and destroy the brother who betrayed her.

418

Heléne Yorke
as Jane Martin
Masters of Sex

Involuntary
Masters wants to film Jane masturbating, but she demands a contract
stating that her face will not be filmed. She’s excited at the notion of a
contract, seeing herself as a movie star. Later, Jane panics when she
sees the film and asks that it not be shown to anyone.

419

Constance Zimmer
as Janine Skorsky
House Of Cards

Chapter 14
Janine and Zoe try to gather evidence to incriminate Frank which leads to
deadly consequences.
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420

Constance Zimmer
as Taylor Warren
The Newsroom

Unintended Consequences
After weeks of tension, Taylor and Jim argue about Romney’s position on
racism in the Mormon Church. Taylor tells Jim to go f*** himself instantly realizing that she’s made a huge blunder. As penance, Taylor
agrees to give Jim 20 minutes with Romney, which he gives instead to
Hallie.

End of Category
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